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I NrRODUCTION 
The History and Development of the 
Use of Milk and Dairy Products 
INTRODUCTION 
In the ~Titing of any report, it is wise, 
a t the outset, to present the sc::ope of the subject to 
be discussed. More than any other farm product, milk 
ha s won recognition as a food vital to t h e health of 
our people. The milk industry is one of the big f ood 
i ndustries in this country -- so large and common in 
the every-day lives of us all, tha t when we arise in 
the morning, step out on the back porch to gather i n 
our milk and cream, little do we rea lize the steps taken 
and t he · large number of people involved in order to bring 
this product to our door. 
Historically tb.e use of milk and its allied 
products can be traced far back into the annals of man-
kind. Excavations in Egypt have unearthed a building 
reported to be over six thousand years old, which c on-
tained a panel depicting cows and calves and certa in 
milk ing scenes. The Nebuchadnezzar Cylinder1 , da ting 
back to 2000 years before Christ, contains references 
to c a ttle. 
1. Nebuchadnezzar wa s Ki ng of Babylon from 606 B.c. to 
563 B.c. During this period h e had his historians 
record t h e his tory of that empire upon stone. The stone 
1 recordings are known as Nebuchadnezzar' s Cylinder~ 
sacred. 
Babylonians worshipped the cow and held her 
Even the Goddess of Love and Joy, Hathor, was 
represented as having the head of a cow. ·.Riches were 
measured in terms of livestock and slaves. It is common 
historical knowledge that the Greeks and Romans, as well 
as other peoples of antiquity, had large flocks of cattle 
( 1) 
and sheep .. 
The bible contains numerous references to cattle 
2 
and dairy products, a typical example being from Genesis 18:8 
"and he Abraham, took butter, and milk, and the calf which 
he had dressed, and set it before them, and he stood by 
them under the tree, and they did eat." 
Butter was used as a food and for sacrificial 
purposes, and it is mentioned in the Hindoo Vedas, which 
were written between 2000 B.C. and 1400 B.C. It is 
interesting to note that the Hindoos of that period valued 
·their cows according to their yield of butter. Another 
ancient use of butter was that of the Scythians, Greeks, 
and Romans, not as a food, but as an external medicine to 
apply to injuries. The soot of burned butter was supposed 
to be an excellent curative for sore eyes. 
Within the last century butter has been used in 
large quantities in Scotland and in North England as oil 
1. History of the Dairy Industry, T.R.Pixtle, Mojorrier 
Bros~, Milwaukee, Wis., 1928, p. 15. 
for lamps. "C:urd, butterfat and whey are mentioned as 
the only constituents of milk by Bartolletus of Martua 
in 1619, but in 1628 he mentions a crude milk sugar 
1 Wh ich he obtained by the evaporation of whey . " 
During the next century and a half many new 
discoveries were made. In 1?80, Scheele proved that 
lactose 2 is a true sugar. In the course of time man 's 
3 
knowledge of science and of scientific techniques improved 
grea tly. In 185?, Bouchort definitely proved that pro-
teins3 in milk was partially in a state of suspension 
a nd partly in solution. La ctogl o'taulin4 was found in 
h 
whey by Sebelin in 1885 and the presence of colostrum'-> 
1. L.A .Rogers, Fundamentals of Dairy Science, Chemical 
Catalogue Co., New York, 1928, p. 15. 
2. Lactose is the sugar found in milk, amounting to about 
5% by volume of the total. 
3. Froteins are a large group of organic compounds, of 
which the white of a n egg may be taken as a typical 
example. They make up the principal bulk of the solid 
matter of a 11 . animal cells. They are non-crystalliz-
able compounds of C%rbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, 
and occa s ionally with sulphur and phosphorous . 
4. La ctoglobulin is one of the smaller in quantity milk 
proteins,which is typical of all globulins, coagulating 
when subjected to heat. 
5. Colustrum is the first milk secreted after calving 
and 1t contains a larger percentage of ash and solids 
and a greater proportion of albumin to casein. 
in whole milk was discovered soon after. Enzymes1 
present in milk was first demonstrated by arnold in 
1881. The effect of bacteria on milk, causing it to 
turn sour, W%S first proven by Fuchs in 1841. 
Very little is known about the histor y of 
4 
ice eream. Water ices had been in existenc·e in Europe 
since about the 16th century. It is believed that the 
Crusaders probably got the idea from the Saracens. The 
real ice cream business was actually started in 1851 
by a Baltimore milk dealer, Jacob Fussell. It is rather 
strang e but, for some unknown reason, the ice cream in-
dustry is essentially .American, never developing to any 
grea t extent anywhere else in the world. 
The manufacture of concentrated milks is a 
distinctly modern development, though the Tartars, of 
the barren Asiatic highlands, are credited with ha ving 
prepared concentrated milk pastes as early as 1300 A.D • 
• ~ong the first real practica ble procedures for evapor-
ation was the original Borden patent, applied for in 1853 
1. Enzymes are any of the unorganized ferments such as 
dextrose, cytose, and trypsin, which induce fermenta-
tive charges in organic substances. Some authorities 
believe they act ~erely by catalysis, being capable 
of effecting a fermentative charge of large quantit i es 
and not destroying themselves. Others, however, be-
lieve that they do destroy themselves during the 
process. 
and granted in 1856. Evaporated milk did not become 
popular, however, until a few years later, when its great 
value was shown by its use by the soldiers in the Civil 
War. The development of milk powder began at about the 
same period, Grimwade's British patent in 1855 covering 
the first commercially usable process. 
The body of this report will first present a 
chemical analysis of milk with special regard to its 
nutritive values. Another section will be devoted to 
milk and its rela tion to public health, includi ng the 
steps taken to insure a safe, clean milk. Two chapters 
will be devoted to the fundamentals of dairying and to 
5 
the operation of the modern city milk plant. The discussion 
will then be developed to include the costs of distribution, 
economic problems in all phases of the industry, a study 
of producer cooperatives and finally the problems encountered 
in the present day economy and how they may be solved. 
6 
CHAPTER I 
A Physical and ChemiC'al Analysis of Milk 
The term "milk" usually means the secret ion 
of the mammary glands of the ma.nrrilal, referring more 
particularly to the cow. In various countries, however, 
milk does not refer to th~t of the cow, but to the ma.ny 
secretions from several different domesticated animals 
and, of course, to human milk. Most of the various 
milks of the world which furnish all of mankind with 
an important element of food are shown in the following 
tab l e. 
Table 1. Composition of Milks of Various lvianrrnals 
Species Water Casein Albumin Fat Lactose 
(Percentage) 
Human 87 . 41% 0.91% 1.23% 3.76% 6.29% 
Ccm 87.27 2.95 0 . 52 3.66 4.91 
Goat 84.14 3 . 04 0.99 6.00 5 . 02 
Sheep 81.90 4 . 5'7 1.26 6.52 'L82 
Buffalo 82 . 14 4 . 29 0 . 49 7.44 4.81 
Camel 87 . 04 3.49 0 . 40 2.76 5.57 
Horse 90.68 1.2? 0 . 75 1.17 5 . 77 
Ass 89 . 88 0;73 1.31 1 . 50 6.09 
Reindeer 68.20 8 .40 2.00 17.10 2.08 
Source: Rogers, L.A., Fundamentals of Dairy Science, 
Chemical Catalogue Co., New York, l92S, p.l7 
.Ash 
0.31% 
0.69 
0.81 
0.93 
0.83 
0.74 
0 . 36 
0.49 
1 . 50 
The principal constituent of milk is water --
it averages slightly more than 8?% of the total volume. 
This v. a ter content is a chemica l value and never a ctually 
occurs as a pure, unadulterated element, but a l ways in 
solution with the other milk constituents. Howe ver, 
water does account for the fluidity of milk a nd can be 
removed from the milk, without the milk suffering any 
appreciable loss in food value. 
This physical factor accounts for the i mp ort-
ance of dried milk as a food. Water acts principally 
? 
as a supporting a gent for the other ingredients, maintain-
ing them in solution or in susp ension. In the h urnan 
body, it acts as an eliminator of digestive wastes. Milk 
ha s frequently been criticized because of its high wa ter 
content, but some of our so-called solid foods conta in a 
surprising amount of wat er, as, for example, carrots 88%, 
lettuce 94%, steak 65%, and turnip 90%1 • 
Proteins are compounds of very grea t importance 
i n bio-chemistry since they enter into the human· and animal 
food supply to such a large e xtent, and form such a large 
percentage of body substance. Average cow's milk contains 
about 3~~ protein by volume. Casein is the princ ipal 
protein of milk, occuring as a calcium compountl and form-
ing about 3% of the whole. Another protein found in milk 
l. Practical Dairy Tests and Fundamentals of Dairying, 
Burke, A.D., 'The Olsen Publishing Co., Milwaukee, 
Wis., 1935. 
is lactalbumin1 , form1ng about one-half of one per cent 
of the whole volume. Still another is lactoglobulin2, 
forming about 0.05% of cow's milk. 
In passing, it is interesting to note that the 
casein in milk has important values other than that of 
8 
food. It is used in the paper industry in large quanti-
ties as a water-resistant coating. Casein finishes are 
desired in that they take a keen and fine print, and 
in that they are superior to other elosses. Another-
product is casein glue which made its first general 
appearance during the first World Vfar, when it was used 
extensively in aeroplane construction. It was very 
superior for its water resistant qualities, and has been 
used in incre~sing amounts ever since. In 1920 a prac-
tical, cheap and large scale method of converting casein 
into a plastic was discovered in America and since that 
time the production of this article has increased rapidly. 
Casein plastics are odorless and non-inflammable; they 
are easily machined and they will take high polish. Ivi ost 
of us have seen casein plastics which simulate horn, bone, 
i vary, ebony, pearl, amber, chinese jade, lapis lazuli 
and tortoise shell. The use of casein as a binder in 
cold water paints is also on the increase. It is readily 
1. Lactalbumin is one of the smaller in volume proteins 
in mllk, a nd breaks down when attacked by bacteria 
forming lactic acid. ' 
2. See footnote 4, pag e 3 . 
soluble in cold water, if alka lies are present, and when 
the mixture also contains lime, it later becomes insoluble, 
so that the dried paint is generally resistant to moisture. 
Casein, usually in the form of caseinates of the alkali 
metals, is a constituent of many patent medicines and 
medicinal foods now on the market, particularly of those 
recommended for infants, dyspeptics, diabetics and persons 
suffering from tuberculosis. The casein generally used in 
prescriptions is a high-grade, odorless, tasteless and 
light-in-color product. 
Casein is also used as an emulsifying agent for 
oils used externally. It also enjoys a variety of other 
uses such as a dressing agent in the leather industry, 
as a spreader in insee:ticides and fungicides, and in 
related chemical industries for sundry purposes. 
About 4% of cow's milk is fat and is essentially 
a mixture of the glycerides1 of certain aliphatic acids. 2 
Being a fat of animal origin it contains small amounts of 
cholesterol. 3 Also,in addition, milk fat contains a natural 
1 . Glycerides is a name g iven to the esters of glyceral 
and fatty acids. An ester is a union of an acid and 
alchohol with the elimination of ~~ter. 
2 . Aliphatic acids are the organic compounds with carbon 
atoms. The fatty acids belong to this type of compound. 
3. Cholesterol is · a compound of carbon, hydrogen and 
oxygen which is found in all parts of the animal body 
in small quantities. 
1,2 
coloring pigment called carotin. At this point, it 
would be possible to go into a very lengthy and highly 
technical discussion regarding the deviations in fat 
10 
ac ids, glycerine content, variations of molecular struc-
ture, and various fat tests such as hydrolysis, 3 turbid-
ity refractions,4 melting and solidifying points, but a 
discussion of this type would be of interest only to the 
milk laboratory technician. Of more importance, however, 
is the fact that milk fat can deteriorate and produ~e 
conditions in milk that are called rancid, tallo~~,or 
fishy. There has been some confusion as to what causes 
each of these conditions, but it is g enerally accepted 
that hydrolitic 5 changes result in rancidity, that oxidiz-
ation changes cause a tallowy condition and fishiness is 
1 . Caroti'n is a yellow hydro-carbon found in the carrot 
and also in all leaves, grasses and plants. This 
compound has recently received great attention because 
of its vitamin A content. 
2. Rogers, L.A., Fundamentals of Dairy Science, Chemical 
Catalogue Co., New York, 1928. 
3. Hydrolysis is a chemical react ion by water, whereby 
complex substances are broken down into simples ones, 
with the addition of one or more molecules of water . 
4. Turbidity refraction is a method of testing fat sub-
stances with rays of light and noting the charges in 
the light beam. 
5. Changes which result from hydrolysis. 
due to the above changes in combination with high water 
content. Knowing what causes these defects, the producer 
and handler know what to do to prevent their occurrence. 
About 5% of cow's mi+k is composed of lactose 
or milk sugar. This constituent is known to occur in all 
mammals, although the evidence is conflicting in the 
case of the whale. It should be noted in Table I that 
human milk is considerably richer in lactose than cow's 
milk. For that reason lactose is often added to cow's 
milk in the feeding of infants. 
11 . 
Lactose is I!lEinuf&ctured in rather large quanti-
ties as a by-product of the cheese industry, being 
isolated from the whey. First practical lactose manu-
facture began in Switzerland in about 1880. .A few ye&rs 
later this process and s iniilar ones spread to American 
s hores and elsewhere. 
Ash amounts to about .7% of cow's mi lk. It 
is the residue formed a f ter milk has been incine r a ted 
at a low red heat. This ash is composed of various ox ides 
and chlorides. It is what is commonly referred to as 
the mineral content and value in milk. 
There are numerous factors which affect the 
composition of mil~. Foremost are probably the differ~ 
ences in milk composition due to breeds of cows. As 
12 
will be seen from the following table (Table II), the 
Jersey is generally the best milk giver, both as to 
quality and quantity of milk. However , a pure breed 
is a rarity and. most farmers have mixed breeds, because 
they are usually a hardier and more practical animal 
for the average farm. The pure breed is the habitant 
of the company model farm and of the agricultural college 
da iry, where each breed can be carefully scrutinized 
under laboratory conditions . Some cattle are essentially 
the dairy type, wrrereas others are of the beef type . An 
example of the latter is the Hereford . Some fanners, 
particulq,rly the marginal producers, raise mixed breeds 
expressly for the pur pose of utilizing milk or beef, which-
ever has the economic advantage of the current price. 
Table II. Milk Output - -Species of Cows 
(Per cent) 
Breed Water Protein Fat Lactose Ash 
Jersey 85.27 3 . 80 5 . 14 5.04 0 . 75 
Guernsey 85 . 45 3 . 84 4.98 4.98 0 . 75 
Ayreshire 87.10 3.34 3.85 5.02 0 . 69 
Shorthorn 87 . 43 3 . 32 3.63 4.89 0.73 
Holstein 88.01 3.15 3.45 4.65 0 . 68 
Total 
Solids 
14.73 
14.55 
12 . 90 
12 . 57 
11 . 93 
Source: Rog ers, L .A. , Fundamentals of Dairy Science, 
Chemical Catalogue Co., New York, 1928. 
Another factor affecting the composition of 
milk is the period of lactation, that is, the time 
ela})sing between calving and milking. The abnormally 
large albumin content ~ring the early stages of the 
lactation period, shown in Table III, is known as 
colostr~ and has a bitter taste unlike normal milk. 
Table III. Milk Composition and the Lactation 
Period (Per cent) 
Time after Total 
ca1vins Casein Albumin Fat Lactose Ash Solids 
Immediately 2.65 16.56 3.54 3.00 1.18 26.93 
10 Hours 4.28 .9.32 4.66 1.42 1.55 21.23 
24 " 4.50 6.25 4.?5 2.85 1.02 19.3? 
48 " 3.25 2.31 4.21 3.46 0.96 14.19 
?2 • 3 .33 1.03 4.08 4 .10 0.82 13.56 
Source: Rogers , L.A ., Fundamentals of Dairy Sciehce, 
Chemical Catalogue Co., New York, 1928 
Experiments have shown that although animals 
13 
Water 
?3.0? 
?8.?? 
80.63 
85.81 
86.44 
can grow and live without colostrum, it does definitely 
promote faster and healthier gro~~h and is an example 
of mother nature's way of providing for her o~n. The 
iron content of colostrum is approximately seventeen times 
that of ordinary milk. This fact and the high proline1 
content of the globulin2 are significant from the aspect 
1. Proline is one of the hydrolysis products of a protein. 
2 . Proteins shich react to heat by coagulating. 
of the production of hemogloblin in the rapidly gnawing, 
newly born animal. Colostrum contains a high content of 
solid material, differing in its content of globulin 
from t he normal milk secreted later . Various functions 
have been ascribed to this fluid, among the most import-
ant of which is the purging or cleansing of the alimentary 
canal, coupled with a disinfecting action and also with 
the seeding of the intestines with the proper ba cteria 
1 flora to deal with the normal milk later. Much more 
could be said of colostrum, such as its effect on patho-
genic bacteria2 a nd its globulin fractions, but it is 
rarely marke ted and it is therefore commercially un-
important. 
Geographic location is another factor giving 
14 
milk various characteristics. Many dairy experts definite -
ly believe tha t cows in mountainous regions give richer 
milk than those of the lowlands. 3 This theory has not 
yet been definitely determined, but it is probably due 
to the type of pasture , the breed and the climatic con-
ditions . The rugged character of the country necessitates 
that cows put forth more effort in grazing . The above ob-
1. Davies, w;L ., The Chemistry o f Milk, D.Von Nostrand 
Co., Ne111.r York, 1939. 
2. Pathogenic bacteria are those causing disease. 
3. Davies, W.L., The Chemistry of Milk, D. Von Nostrand 
Co., New York, 1939. 
servation must be somewhat modif ied in the case of the 
Brown Swiss in the mountains of Switzerland, and the 
Ayreshires in the highlands of Scotland, as both of 
15 
these breeds produce a milk of medium richness, whereas the 
lowland Jerseys and Guerneys secrete a high quality mil~. 
The age of the cow affects both the quality and 
the quantity of the milk. Extensive studies have shown 
that the average cow reaches her maximum production at 
about six years of age, or a little later, after which 
she remains fairly constant as to quality and quantity 
until she attains the a ge of about ten years or so. After 
this a ge, however, the quantity and the composition of 
the mille becomes less and poorer. 
Great differences are observed when the periods 
oetween milking s are of' unequal length. Es p ecially is 
this true of cows which are milked twice daily. As a 
r ule the period between the morning and ~evening milkings 
is less than that between e v.ening and morning ; hence, 
a smaller quantity of milk is obta ined at the evening 
milking with a much higher percentage of fat. This 
means that the fat percentage is in an inverse ratio with 
the quantity of milk produced. ¥fuen the periods between 
milkings are decidedly uneven, the fat percentage may 
vary as much as one per cent or more. This fat variation 
is very significant, beca use the c a loric value of milk is 
dependent l a r gely upon fat content. 
The season of the year affects the p roduction 
of milk. For some tim.e it has been ob served that the 
morning's milk is richest in the summer while the even-
ing'E milk is richest in the winter. Likewise it has 
been found that milk, on the average, tests lower i n 
the summer than in the winter, because of hot, sultry 
weather. This is particularly true in the southern 
states and is one reason for the discontinuance of test-
1 
ing work during the summer. It is found that fall 
16 
calving gives a slightly higher test for the year than does 
spring calving , because it bring s the highest milk yield 
and the highest test at the s ame time • 
. Both the quality and the quantify of milk may 
be grea tly a ffected by different milkers. A quiet, 
rapid milker can obtain more milk than a c areless, nervous 
milker. As a rule, chang ing milkers results in a slight 
decline in both quantity a nd quality of the milk. Th is, 
however, is only temporary. 
A small .amount of exercise is desirable to 
increas e the amount and the richness of the milk. Heavy 
exercise, however, decreases the amount of milk produced, 
but causes a slight increase in the fat content. Excessive-
ly hea~; exercise or hard work, such as running the cows 
t o a nd from the barn, not only produces undesirable milk, 
1. Eckles, Dairy Cattle and Milk Production, The Ma c-
millan Co., New York, 1923. 
but also upsets the entire nervous system of the cow. 
Feeding has a very definite effect on the 
composition of milk. A few of the more common re-
act ions are as folluws: 
l. The feeding of prickly pears lowers 
the percent~ge of fat in the milk. 
2. If a cow is fed seven to eleven pounds 
of cottonseed or linseed meal per day, 
a d ecicled increase in the fat content 
is noted . 
l? 
3. Glutin1 fed at the rate of six or seven 
p ounds per day did not affe ct the milk test. 
Th9 results observed above are due to the oil r a ther tha n 
to the :protein in t he die t. The quality of the pasture 
naturally has a large effect on the milk produced. Starved 
and improperly fed cows cannot be expected to give first 
quality milk. 
Lastly, the composition of milk is affected by 
the entranc e of bacteria into it. The comp osition of 
milk is broken down and changed by the number and k ind 
of bacteria which it contains. It develops peculiar 
f l avors a nd odors and may become harmful,and even poison-
ous, to a human. The bacteria, yeasts and molds which 
1. Glut in is a nutritive . extract of the \vheat germ . 
frequently thrive in milk are called micro-organisms 
because they cannot be seen by the naked eye and a 
microscope is necessa ry to enlarge them for careful 
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study and observation. Bacteria may be defined as single-
celled, tiny, microscopic p l ants that are devoid of chloro-
phyl, g reen coloring matter. They grow best in any liquid 
which contains the proper kind of food material, if the 
tempera ture is favorable. 
Milk is distinctly a favorable medium for the 
development of most bacteria. Those that are commonly 
found in milk muitiply rapidly at tempera tures between 
65 degrees Fahrenheit and 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Growth 
at ?5 degrees is very rapid, at 50 degrees it is relative-
ly slow, while at 40 degrees there is not any appreciable 
growth during the first 24 to 48 hours. Hence, prompt 
cooling is a vitally important step in insuring dependable 
keeping conditions. 
Generally spe ak ing , bacteria f ound in milk are 
d ivided into two g roups. One is the non-pathogenic 
variety which affects the marketability of the milk. 
This type may destroy the flavor and appearance of the 
milk; it acts upon the lactic acid and is a peptonizing 
ba cteria. The second group comprise pathogenic or 
disease producing bacteria. Some of these grow rapidly 
lQ 
in milk at favorable temperatures and may find entrance 
1 
into mille from cows suffering with tuberculosis, mastitis, 
and contagious abortion. Milk may al so be contaminated 
by persons called carriers, who harbor disease germs such 
as typhoid, diphtheria and scarlet fever. 
A thorough discussion of the scientific methods 
of combating bacteria will be discussed later, as the 
present discussion relates to physica l effects and not 
sanitation and public health. 
1. Mast itis is a disease of the udder and the milk 
secreted from a mastitis udder is stringy and unfit for 
human consumption. 
CHAPTER II 
The Nutritive Value of Milk 
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CHAPTER II 
The Nutritive Value of Milk 
Milk has often been referred to as the 
"perfect food." Has this title of distinction been 
justified? 
Before entering into the discussion, we must 
familiarize ourselves with the term used in measuring 
food value . A calorie is used to measure the energy 
value in any and all foods. This term is a measurable 
unit of heat or power. As a unit of heat measurement, 
it represents the amount of heat necessary to raise the 
temperature of one pound of water 4 degrees Fahrenheit; 
or, in terms of power, it represents the amount of power 
necessary to life one ton a distance of 1.54. feet. Table IV 
shows the dietary requ:irements of different types of in-
dividuals pursuing various occupations. 
Table IV. Dietary Requirements 
Type of Individual 
:tv1an with very hard muscular work 
l\.lan with hard muscular work 
Man with moderate aeti ve muscular wo:tX 
Man doing light muscular work 
Ma n vvi th sedentary work or a woman doing 
modera tely muscula r work 
Vroman doing sedentary work 
Daily Number 
Calories 
5500 
4150 
3400 
3050 
2700 
2450 
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An examination of Table V shows that four 
or five quarts of ordinary milk, fo~ per cent fat con-
tent, would certainly furnish the light worker with all 
the energy he or she required during an entire day. 
Table V. Calories in Milk 
(one quart) 
Fat Calories Calories Total 
T ~n Fat excluaing Fat caior:l.es 
3.00 263.3 296.8 560 .l 
4. 00 351.0 314.7 665.7 
5.00 438.0 326.8 756.6 
Each of the various constituents of milk serve 
the body in some special manner as the following analysis 
will show. 
(a) Protein -- Under t h is heading are included 
the nitrogenous portions of milk, principally the c ase in 
and albumin. Similar substances are lean meat and the 
whites of e ggs. Biological experts1 point out that 
proteins form about 18 per cent, by weight, of the human 
body. It is believed by many to be the most importe.nt of 
a ll food constituents. Protein is necessary to build 
muscle, tissue, bone and body fluids. It is important not 
only for providing gvowth, but it is also vital in body 
repair. 
1. Davies, W.L., The Chemistry of J:,!ilk, D. VanNostrand Co., 
New York, 1939. 
(b) Fat -- Fats in food, including butter-fat 
in milk, may be burned for energy, or they may be stored 
in the body as fat or fatty tissues. About 15 per c.ent, 
by we ight, of the average human body is fat. It can be 
readily seen by examination of Table iJ that the caloric 
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or energy value of milk is greatly increased as the butter-
fat content rises. On the averag e, about 50 per cent of 
the energy value of milk is vested in the fat. 
(c) Carbohydrates-- This constituent includes 
ma inly sugars and sta rches. In milk, the milk sugar or 
lactose is the only ca rbohydrc:..te of any importance . 
Ca rbohydrates form less than 1 per cent of the human 
body. La ctose ha s a rather pe culiar effe ct on the huma~ 
system . It increEt s e s the absorption of calcium and phos -
ph orous from the intestines and their retention i n the 
body., Under certain unexplainable conditions, the effect 
of l a ctose in mobilizing calcifying elements is a s pro-
nounced as that of vitamin D, to be discussed lat er. Un-
forttmately adults gener ally utilize lactose rather poorly, 
usually less tha n 50 per cent. La:ctose accounts f or about 
30 per cent of the energy va lue of milk and is in a readily 
a ssimila ble form in spite of poor adult utilizat ion. 
(d) Minera ls --The inorganic constituents of 
milk supply an essential part of the diet for bone build-
ing , for the development of soft tissues of the body, for 
co-enzyme a ction1 generally , and for the maintenance of 
the osmatic pressure 2 and neutra lity of body flui ds . 
:iiH lk is the best source of ca lcium, except for green 
vegetables, notably leguminous p l ants. All other foods 
a re relatively poor sources of c a lcium. The rete ntion 
of ca lcium by the a nimal body is also g reater when milk 
is fed, than when an equal :amount of green vegetables 
is eaten. Milk is also a fair source of phosphorous in 
a very assimilable condition. Iodine is also found in 
milk in minute traces. 3 
Composition tables and a discussion of the 
co nstituents does not give a complete picture . Digest--
ibility is another important f act or ; although a food 
mi ght contain all of the desirable nutritive factors, 
it mi ght be largely useless because it could not be 
d i gested. Experi ments by c ompetent exp erts i ndicate 
tha t pe rsons who 1 i gest milk well can assimilate 98 per 
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cent of the protein and 99 per cent of the carbohydra tes 
and f a t. 
It is interest ing to note t he various caloric 
values of different da iry products, sh own in the fol low-
ing t able (Table VI). 
1. Co-enzyme action is an action taking pla ce with the 
aid of enzymes. (See page 4) 
2. Osmattc pressure is the balance of densities of the 
body liquids. 
3. Davies, W.L., Chemistry of Milk, D. Von Nostrand co., 
New York, 1939. 
Table VI. Calorid Value of Milk Products 
per pound 
Product Calories Product Calories 
Whole Milk 310 Whole Milk Powder 
Skim Milk 165 Butter 
Cream ( 20% Fat) 900 Cheese (Cheddar) 
Buttermilk 160 Cheese (Swiss) 
Condensed Milk 1480 Cheese {Soft) 
Evaporated 1.U lk 645 Vlhey: 
Skim Milk Powder 1640 Kephir (2% Fat) 
Source: Davies, W.L . , The Chemistry of Milk, D.Von 
Nostrand Co. , New York, p. 464. 
2300 
3410 
1950 
1950 
540 
115 
220 
In addition to the milk constituents mentioned 
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previously, milk also contains certain dietary essentials, 
known as vitamins, which are necessary to growth, health 
and physical vigor. 
Vitamin A is associated with certain kinds of 
fats in which it appears to be soluble. Milk fat, cod 
liver oil and egg yolk carry this vitamin in considerable 
quantities. Within the last few years, it has come to be 
an accepted fact that vitamin A is vitally important in 
protecting the body against certain infectious diseases, 
particularly the common cold. Laboratory research in-
dicates that its presence in the body stimulates a healthy 
condition of delicate tissues in those parts of the human 
body through which eir passes, as, for example, the respir-
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atory system. ~urthermore, vitaming A has been found 
to cure night blindness and to protect humans, as well 
as animals, against an eye disease known as xerophthalmia •1 
So important is this vitamin, that it is often referred to 
as the anti-infectious vitamin. Latest research puts milk 
as a leader in the source of this important vitamin. Very 
fortunately it is uninjured by the pasteurizing process. 
Vitamin B is a complex vitamin composed of two 
fractions sometimes spoken of as vitamins B-1 and B-2, or 
vitamins F and G, or as vitamins B and G. 
The vitamin F or B-1 portion does not occur in 
milk in large quantities, or at any rate not in as great 
a n amount as occurs in other foods. However, it is present 
to a certain extent, and, similar in function to vitamin A, 
is protective in fortifying the body against the develop -
ment of certain diseases of the nerves . It differs from 
Vitamin A in that it is somewhat injured by pasteurization. 
The vitamin G or B-2 portion is present in milk 
in large quantities and, so far. as present knowledge has 
revealed, the most important natural source of this vita-
min is .milk. This vi~amin is necess%ry for gr~vth and 
health. It helps build up body vitality and protects 
against the deficiency disease of pellagra. It is uninjured 
by pasteurization. 
1. Xerophthalmia is a disease causing inflammation of the 
eye. 
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Vitamin 0 is known a s the anti-scorbutic 
vitamin, because it p rotects the body against a disease 
known as scurvy. Milk is not very rich in this vitamin 
and when f e d to -very small infant s it must be supp lemen ed 
wi t h certa in fruit juices such as ora ng e juice. Pasteur-
iza tion is destructive to a p ortion of this vitamin, but 
since even r aw milk does not conta in it in adquate quan-
tities, the destructive effect of pa steurization shou ld 
not be considered much of a limitation. 
Vi tam in D -- This vitamin is commonly c a lled 
the sunshine vitamin. It is the vit amin which enables 
the body to assimilate calcium and other bone building 
substances and thus prevents the development of rickets. 
Studies ha ve also shown it to play an important role in 
the clotting of blood. It is adequately supplied by 
milk and is virtually unimpaired by pasteurization. 
In a ddition to the natural supply of vitami n D 
in milk, most milk companies sell a special grade c a lled 
"Irra diated," which is scientifically sun-rayed and has 
a specified number of U. S.P. vitamin D units (usua lly 
four hundred) in each quart. The l ar gest of milk can-
cerns, those Vhich operate privately controlled dairies, 
sell a specia l vit amin D milk, which is the milk from cer-
tif ied and vit amin D fed cows. The milk from these cows 
:1.s above average in vi t a:min D content and is a premium 
price product. 
A u.s.P. unit of vitamin D equals 2.7 Stein-
bock units. One Steinbock unit is defined as 
"the tota l amount of vitamin D necessary 
to produce a narrow a nd conti nuous line of 
ca lcium deposits in the metaphysis of the 
distal ends of the radii and u lnae of sta nd-
ard rachitic 1rats under standard feeding conditions." 
2? 
In simpler words, it is the building of calcium in leg bone 
of a rat. 
Yitamin E, called the anti-sterility vitamin, 
is essentia l to the reproducti on process in humans. Since 
this vitrunin is of r ather recent discovery little is known 
of its characteristics. However, milk appears to be a 
f a irly good source of this vitamin. It is not mater i ally 
affected by pasteurization. Vit am in E is a fot sol uble 
vitamin and is a bsent in s kimmed milk. 
In a nswering the opening question as to wh ether 
or not milk can be ca lled the "perfec t food," we must 
summarize t he previous discussions. It can be considered 
a well-balanced food, as milk ha s t he proper rati o between 
protein, fat, carb ohydrates and mineral matter and ha s a 
high caloric content. Milk a lone would support life for 
a long period. Its bulkiness, however, precludes its 
use as the sole food of healthy a dults. Its vitamin 
content is s ubste.ntial along with other foods, but its · 
1. Journa l of Americ a n Medic~ l Association, Vol. 101, 
p. 623 (1933 ) 
lack of vitamin B-1 and the effects of pasteurization 
on other· vitamins, would make it vitamin deficient by 
itself for the active individual. 
One big factor in the importance of milk as 
a food is its economy. Widespread production, rapid 
transportation and efficient distribution have made it 
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a low-ppiced staple. It is interesting to study Ta ble VII 
for a price comparison with other food-stuffs. 
Table VII . To Supply Energy at Equal Cost 
Price of Milk 
Per Quart 
$0.0'7 
0.08 
0.09 
0 .. 10 
0.12 
0.15 
Sirloin Steak 
Maximum Pr~ce 
per Pound 
Eggs 
Maximum Price 
per Dozen 
$0.099) $0.093 
) 
O.ll3)Sirloin steak 0.106 
) 
O.l28)could not cost 0.119 
) 
O.l42)more thalli this 0.132 ) . 
o.l70)to equal milk on 0.159 
) 
0 . 213)a cost - energy basis 0.198 
Source: Burke, A.D., Practical Dair Tests and Fundamentals 
of Dairying, The Olsen Publ slung Co., }iii waukee, 
Wis., 1935, p . 103. 
r,_Hlk has its greatest nutritiona l value as a 
food for children. From the moment a child is born, milk 
plays an important role in its diet. During babyhood 
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milk is the p~incipal food and cow's mi~k is modified 
in various ways such as addinG lime, l actose or dextrose. 
From tr.en until the child rea ches the late teens, milk 
is a fUndamental portion of its diet. During the recent 
years , the g overnment has reco gn ized the value of milk 
in the diet and has set up a procedure for the distribu-
t ion of free milk to a ll families on the welfare lists. 
CHAPI'ER III 
The Relation of Milk and 
Public Health 
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CHAPTER III 
The Relation of Milk and Public Health 
The consumption of milk products per c apita, 
Table VIII, clearly shows the scope -:;f the industry. 
Because of the tremendous consumption, reaching into 
every home in the country, the health of the people 
could be materi ally affected by the sanitary quality of 
the milk. 
Ta ble VIII. Consumption per Cap ita 
Year Butter Cheese EvjP· 
:Mi k 
lbs. lb$. lbs. 
1924 18.1 
1925 17.7 
1926 17.5 
1927 17.5 
1928 17.2 
1929 17.4 
1930 17.3 
1931 18.1 
1932 18.3 
1 933 17.9 
1934 18.3 
1935 17.3 
1936 16.6 
4.6 9.6 
4.7 9.3 
4.7 9.7 
4.5 9.5 
4 .5 10.3 
4.6 11.2 
4.6 11.3 
4.5 11.5 
4.4 12.4 
4.5 12.4 
4.8 13.5 
5.2 14.6 
5.4 14.1 
5.5 14.9 
5.8 15.6 
Con. 
Milk 
lbs. 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
.9 
.8 
.8 
.7 
.5 
.4 
.4 
.4 
,~ 
. 4 
. 3 
.3 
Ice r.,: ilk All Dairy 
cream Products 
Milk Equ.iv. 
~ ~ gal. 
1.1 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.1 
2.0 
1.7 
1.2 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.9 
2.2 
2.2 
38.6 
38.9 
39.3 
39.7 
39.8 
40.8 
40.1 
39.0 
39.0 
38.6 
36.1 
37.0 
38.2 
91.6 
92.2 
94.'7 
94 . 4 
94 . 2 
94.5 
95.1 
9'7.7 
97.0 
94.8 
94.9 
93.5 
93.0 
1937 16.7 
1938 16.8 
1939 17.6 5.7 16.3 .3 2.2 
38.4 
38.2 
(a) 
94.0 
94 .0 
97.9 (a) Not available 
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Bacteria has often been referred to as the 
friend and foe of the dairy industry. Certain types are 
useful in the manufacture of special products, where desir-
able conditions and flavors are produced and encouraged by 
bacterial growth. In the field of fluid milk, however, 
the opposite effect is caused by bacteria; they sour milk, 
produce unpalate.ble flavors and may even cause sickness 
and death if the bac teria are of the particularly harmful 
type and in. large enough numbers. It is the latter, 
unfavorable kind tha t will be discussed at this time. 
The greatest efforts, in the past and at present, are 
being directed to the fight against contamination of 
market milk by the harmful bacteria. 
Scientific r e search has shown the milk handler 
than a specific disease is caused by a specific bacteria. 
It is well-known that disease producing bacteria can be 
in milk. Fortunately , however, nowadays milk-borne 
epidemics are relatively few; a high of 238 epidemics 
broke out in the five year period ending in 1915; to al-
most a rarity of epidemics today.1 From the cost point 
of view alone, to say nothing of the suffering entailed, 
an epidemic is expensive and must be avoided. The simplest 
way to evaluate the development of man's control over 
bacteria is to discuss the effect and 0:haracteristics of 
each major disease that may result from carelessly handled 
1. Kelly, E ., and Clement, C.E., Market Milk, John Wiley & 
Son, New York, 1931. 
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milk. 
Tuberculosis There is little doubt that bovine 
tuberculosis, or tuberculos of cattle, can infect the 
human family. The bovine 9.n(j.. the human tubercle bacilli 
differ in morphology; 1 this fact led early investigators 
to believe that they were separate and distinct. This 
assumption, though true in a technical biological sense, 
is false in reality. A newer and generally accepted 
theory has been advanced, namely~ that when the bovine 
type enters the human system it undergoes, in time, cer-
tain changes due to altered environmental conditions, 
until it becomes the human type. If a mormally healthy 
person is infected in this manner, the individual's nat -
ura l resistance and physical vigor may cause the tubercle 
germ to lie dormant for years. Some time later the person's 
resistance may become lowered because of various things ; 
it is at such a time that this dreaded disease attacks 
its victim. 
Typhoid Fever, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria and 
Septic Sore Throat A number of cases -- and, in fact, 
widespread outbreak$ -- of typhoid fever, scarletfever, 
diphtheria and septic sore throat have been traced direct-
ly to infected milk. The outbreaks are sudden and the 
patients have usually had a common source of milk supply,. 
1. Biological, physical development. 
:TI'ortunately, except in the case of septic sore throat, 
the cases are usually of a relatively mild type. Out-
breaks of septic sore throat have usually been of the 
extremely virulent type, resulting in severe prostration 
and an abnon.nally high death rate . 
Foot and Mouth Disease. This disease is 
primarily and principally a disease of mankind. It is 
transmissible to man through the eating and drinking of 
raw mi l k , buttermilk, butter and cheese from animals 
afflicted wit h foot and mouth disease. It is ver>J 
possible that this disease may occur more often than is 
knovm) because· it is not fatal and, as a rule, is so 
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slight that a physician might not be called in. There 
therefore, is not any record of the outbreak. It apparent -
ly occurs principally among children wh o drink raw milk. 
Undulant Fever. This disease, also known as 
Malta Fever , is a relative newcomer to American medical 
circles, having made its first appearance about thirty 
years ago. It is technically called Brucella Abortus, 
and is contracted from the milk of a cow suffering from 
infectious aborti on. 
Gastro~Intestinal Disorders These allied 
ailments usually occur in the swmner-time, especially 
when the weather is very hot. Their better known names 
are cholera infanttun, diarrhea, or summer complaint. 
These are particularly prevalent among bab ies and small 
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children. They are due not only to infected milk, but 
are also c aused by fly contamination of food, nipples and 
bottles. One should not be led to believe that milk is 
blameless, however, because records show that there is a 
close association between a high bacteria count iB milk and 
i nfant morbidity and mortality . Therefore dairies --
particularly during the summer months -- must use refriger-
at ion extensive ly and keep their plants spotlessly clean. 
In order to combat the dangerous bacteria wh ich 
· thrive in milk many laws and regulations have been set 
up. Most of these regulations have been made by the 
state and local governments and not by the federal govern-
ment. 
The following laws regarding the operation of 
dairy farms have been established by the Commonvveal th of 
Massachusetts, under the provisions of Chapter 305, 
Acts of 1932: 
Regulation 1. 
Employees -- No person having e. communicab le 
disease can handle milk or milk ut ensils. 
Regulation 2 . 
Cows -- All diseased cows must be removed fr om 
the herd and the milk cannot be sold. 
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Regulation 3. 
Dairy Barn -~ The proper and required construc-
tion and operation of the dairy barn are set forth under 
this law. 
Regulation 4 . 
Milking·-- The udders of all cows shall be clean 
a nd the flanks, bellies and tails must be free from dirt. 
The hands of the mill{ers must be J< ept clean and dry during 
the milking process. 
Regulation 5. 
Milk house or room -- A properly c onstructed 
milk house or milk room shall be provided for the handling 
of milk and the storage of milk containers and utensils. 
Regulation 6 . 
Straining and Cooling -- Mill{ shall be strained 
immediately after being drawn from the cow and then kept 
at 50 degrees Fahrenheit or less until a collection is 
made . 
Utensils 
of milk containers. 
Regulation 7 . 
Rules for the type and construction 
Regulation 8. 
Care of utensils -- 'l'he rules for washing and 
sterilizing the containers. The sterilizing must be 
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with boiling water, dry heat, live steam or sodium 
hypochloxite. 
Regulation 9. 
Water Supply.-- The weter supply shall be easily 
accessible, adequate, and of a safe, sanita;ry quality. 
Regulation 10. 
Toilets -- Every dairy farm shall be provided 
with a sanitary toilet, properly located, well constructed 
and maintained in good condition. 
If any dairy farmer in Massachusetts fails to 
observe each of the above regulations, he is subject to 
a fine or imprisorunent or both. 
The distribution of milk is also closely regu-
lated by the state government as a protection for the 
consumer. 
The followin~ are the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' 
"Rules and Reg'L"..lations Establishing Grades of :Milk, Regulating 
and Establishing Standards," in accordance with the provisions 
of the General Laws, Chapter 94, section 13, as amended by 
Chapter 263 of the Aets of 1933: 
"1 . General labeling standards: No person 
shall sell or offer or expose for sale any 
graded milk unless the container thereof shall 
have attached thereto a label, tag or cap 
conspicuously bearing on a clear, plain back-
ground the proper grade designation. All 
paper or pasteboard caps to be used on bottles 
of milk shall be so stored or kept as to pro-
tect them from moisture, dust or contamination. 
"2. General procedure for ascertaining 
bacterial .standards: A sample of milk taken 
for the purpose of determining the bacterial, 
count thereof shall be taken only from milk 
intended for sale or delivery or from milk 
intended to be pasteurized. A written or 
printed notice of the bacterial count thereof 
shall be sent within ten days after obtaining 
the result of such examination to the person 
from whom the sample was taken • . All bacterial 
counts shall be made by the American Public 
Health Association . 
"3. Regulations and standards for milk 
grades : 
(a) No portion of such milk shall be drawn 
from the cow more than ?2 hours prior to the 
delivery of such milk to the consumer. Milk-
raw shall not show a bacterial count of more 
than 400 ,000 calories per cubic centimeter. 
(b) Milk-pasteurized shall be milk pasteur-
ized in compliance witb section 1. of Chapter 94 
of the General Laws. (This law will be ex~lained 
later in this section.) "This milk shall show 
a bacterial count of not more than 400,000 c ol-
oniesl per cubic centimeter. Bottles shall be 
capped by means of a machine capper. 
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(c) Grade A Iviilk-Raw shall be only milk · 
produced on a dairy farm which has a certificate 
of registration issued by the Director of the Milk 
Regulation Board. Inspection shall be made by 
the Department of Public Health at least t wice 
each year. 
~d) "Grade A Milk-Pasteurizedn is milk having 
the same standards as Grade A Raw, but must be 
labeled as pasteurized. 
(e) "Special Milk-Raw", the sanitary rules 
are the same as those required by producers and 
distributors of Grade A-Raw. 
1. Colony is an isolated growtll of bacteria on a solid 
media . 
(f) nspecial Milk- Pasteurized" is milk 
having the same standards as Grade A Pasteurized. 
(g ) "Certified Milk shall be only milk pro-
duced in accordance with the rules and regulations 
of the Department of Publ ic Health made and with 
the standards of purity and quality for certified 
milk established by the American Association of 
Medical Milk Commissions." 
The most important phase of the distributor's 
sanitary problem is the pasteurizing requirements. Re-
garding these, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has 
established the following rules under Chapter 94 of the 
General Laws for 1933: 
"Pasteurized milk is natural cows' milk 
not more than 72 hours old, when pasteurized, 
subjected for a period of not less than thirty 
minutes to a temperature of' not less than 142° 
Fahrenheit, or to such higher temperatures for 
such time intervals as the Department of Public 
Health may from tirne to time determine, and in 
any case immediately thereafter cooled to a 
temperature of 50° Fahrenheit or lower . " 
The above Act also sets down very strict laws 
regarding the employees and the layout and construction 
of the pasteurizing equipment. Regulation 11 of this 
Act .sets down the requireme~t that a license must be 
posted on the premises . The usual sterilizing procedures 
are also carefully put down and violation of them may mean 
a fine or imprisonment. 
Besides the regulating action of the government, 
colleges and large distributors are also constantly in-
vestigating and improving the sanitary conditions through-
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out the milk industry. Therefore it seems that in the 
future the quality and cleanliness of the now excellent 
mi lk may even become better. 
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Chapter IV 
The Fundamentals of Dairying 
CHAPI'ER IV 
The Fundamentals of Dairying 
Dairying can be traced back to before biblical 
days, when it was carried on under rather primitive pro-
cedures. Since its early beginnings dairying has gradu-
ally improved, but only within the l ast century has it 
become a science . Eefore 1850, the demand for consumer 
milk was relatively slight; most of the papulation was 
generally agricultural and semi-rural. The individual 
family kept. a cow or some neighborhood far:mer had a few 
cows and sold milk locally to the few families not ovvning 
a cow. But, as the population grew i n this country, with 
the shift from rural to the dynamic urban life, the need 
f or a large-scale milk production became more pronounced 
and no longer could the haphazard, casual producer supply 
milk. During this period, certa in standards were set for 
quality and cleanliness. These conditions made it. attractive 
for many farmers to go into darying as a full-time, or at 
least as a large part-time -- occupation, As the number 
of farmers producing milk increased, the competition became 
keener and the sub-marginal producer lost money and quit . 
To keep from losing money in a competitive market, the 
producers had to experiment and improve their methods of 
dairying . 
Na t ure intended the cow to produce enough 
milk to feed her celf, but in the course of time and 
t h rough the improvement of t echniques, t he average milk 
. cow now- a -days produces enough mi lk for severa l ca lves . 
The discussion which follows wil l attempt to bring out 
and expla in t he f a ctors affecting milk production. The 
care and deve l opment of the cow as an individual a nd the 
handling of the herd will be eva luated . The management 
a nd operation of the modern, effic i ent dairy will also 
be discussed. 
The f oremost fundamenta l in the op eration of a 
da iry is the ,feeding of the cow . An abundance of feed 
is t he first e s se ntia l in feed i ng cows f or a profit . The 
pr i mitive covv had only to car e f or her self and to f e e d 
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her ca l f f or a few months. Aft er fre shening (a da iry t erm 
mea n i ng the b irth of a calf with the conse quent fre sh and 
ab undant supply of milk ) i n the s pring of t he year, t he 
end of h er ii:1I!le d i at e effort appeared to have occurred --
she could t ake of the calf and then dry off in the fe l l . 
I n t hese days, however -- especially in the best da i r y 
sections, the cow is looked upon as a f actory, and, as i n 
a ny other f a ctory, the cheap est producti on is p ossible only 
wh en t h e plant is being run at ful l capa city . 
The cow needs her f ood ma inly for t wo purposes : 
(1) f or th e maintenance of her body, and {2) for the pro-
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duct ion of milk. At certain periods when she is carrying 
a calf, she will need extra nourishment. It is poor 
economy :Eo feed a cow sparingly, because the nourishment 
required for her maintenance remains the same and it is 
the milk production that suffers. It is also possible to 
overfeed a cow, after the maximum milk producti on has been 
reached. The excess food goes to adding unhealthy weight. 
A milk cow must have a balanced diet, with all 
of the proper nutritive requirements; if it does not, the 
lack of this proper balance shows up markedly in the milk. 
Protein A dairy cow must be g iven an adeQuate 
amount of protein for body repair and for milk production 
since she cannot synthesize protein out of non-protein 
material, such as carbohydrates or fats. The amount of 
protein required by a dairy cow depends upon her size and 
upon t~e amount of milk she is producing. It also depends 
upon the quality of the protein. 
1 k . i t . . ·a. 1 ac 1ng n cer .aln am1no ac1 s. 
Some of the proteins are 
It is sometimes necessary 
to feed :more of these proteins than the minimum requirements 
in order to get the amino acids in sufficient quantities. The 
cow really requires a definite amount of the certain amino 
acids, rather than a definite amount of protein . 
Carbohydrates The carbohydrates usually constitute 
the main portion of the dairy ration and are usually used 
1. Amino acids -- This acid is a mild acid, found in associa-
tion Wlth proteins. It stimulates the flow of body fluids 
in the dairy cow . 
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up in the production of milk. The amount required dep ends · 
not only on the size of the aniroa l, but also upon the 
amount of physica l exercise and the volume of the milk 
production. As the amount of milk that a dairy cow pro-
duces increa ses, the amount of carbohydrates needed a lso 
increases. The amount required also depends upon the quan-
tities of protein and f~t included i~ the ration. These two 
compounds can be broken down and utlizied for .the milk pro-
duction work. Since this is true, the terms "net energy" 
and "total digestible nutrients" are generally used sinc e 
they include the productive value of all three of these 
compounds. Fortunately the carbohydrates are ordinarily 
the cheaper forms of feed and should be fed in large amount s, 
but not to the extent of cutting down on the other e s sen-
t i a l nutrients. 
Fats A certain amount of f a t is alwe.ys found 
in the cornrn.on feeds. Thes e fats are used much like carbo-
hydre. tes for the production of milk. They are much more 
concentrated, being about two a nd one-quarter times more 
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efficient, pound for pound, than the carbohydrates. Carbo-
hydrates ca n be converted into fats. An animal could get 
along with a relatively small amount of f a t provided the 
r a tion is adequate in all other essentials. A high fat 
1. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management, Henderson, Larson 
and Putney, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, l938j 
content in the cow's diet increases the fat content in the 
milk, but as a rule the cost is prohibitive in the competi-
tive market. 
Minerals It has been demonstra ted that animals 
fed on rations free of minerals will die even sooner than 
animals deprived of all feeds. The necessity of supplying 
minerals has been shown in test cases with humans a s well 
a s cows. The minera ls most likely to be found lacking 
in an ordinary ration are ca lcium, phosphorous, sodium, 
chlOrine, iodine, iron and copper. All these can be found 
in most fee ds, but they are likely to be deficient in one 
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or more. It is necessary, therefore, to add t h e minera ls 
t hat appear to be deficient . Sodium and chlorine are con-
t a ined in ordinary table salt and should be put into the 
diet at all times. · .All herbivorous animals, which of course 
includes the cow, require large amounts of salt; but the 
carnivorous animal does not require any more salt than is 
ordinarily found. in the diet. Experiments have determined 
that cattle should be fed salt in their grain ration t o 
the proportion of one pound of salt to one hundred pounds 
of grain. ¥fuether or not a cow ha s to be fed calcium or 
phosphorous in addition to her regular diet depends upon the 
type of feed. Under ordinary conditions, if the dairy cows 
are fed p lenty of lee ume ha y in the winter and are allowed 
t o pa sture i n the summer and are fed a grain r a tion in addi-
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t i on, t h er e is little likelihood of a d i et deficient in 
c1::1 lciurn. and phosphorous, However, cows which do not 
h& ve t h e opportunity fo r such a natura l diet Qre g oing 
to be deficient in these t wo necessary minera ls and will 
ha ve to ha ve them supplied in regulat,ed quanti tles at 
certain pre-determined i nterva ls. 
In certa in sections of our country , ca t t le 
suf fer from g oiter or tt big neck", a s it is so:o.etimes corn_mon-
ly ca lled. This physica l ailment come s from a l a ck of 
iodine in the diet. Calves are sometlines born with it, 
and frequently they die as a r esult of it. Usua lly, 
however, they recover and t h e swelling subsides somewhat. 
To correct this dietary deficiency , sodium iodide or 
pota ssium iodide solution can be fed in the drinking water 
or iodized salt can be mixed with the grain. 1 
Alth ough the amount of iron and copper found 
in the body is sli~ht, recent investigators have f ound that 
an ample supply of iron and copp er are necessary in the 
diet for t he formation of hemoglobin in the blood . With-
out these elements a condition of anemia res ults . This 
deficiency occurs in sandy regions only, and can be over~ 
come by fe eding controlled amounts of iron oxide and copp8r 
s ulphate to the animals . 
1. 'Henderson, Larson and Putney, Da iry Cattle Feeding 
and Management, John Wiley &: Sons., Inc., New York, 1938. 
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Vitamins are a necessity in the cow's diet, for 
a g ood vitamin feed is reflected in the milk. Chapter II 
of this report discussed the effects of vitamins in the 
milk and therefore space will not be devoted to it again. 
It can be added, however, tha t in the case of certified 
vitamin D milk the cows are fed extra,controlled portions 
of vitamin D, usually irradiated y east amounting to about 
ten ounces per day. The result is a rich milk with large 
quantities of vi.tami.n D. 
Cows, like people, show individuality by differ-
ent tas t es with different appetites. A cow can be un-
healthy a nd undernourished with g ood feed all about, but 
not appetizing to that particular cow. In general, it is 
wise to g ive a c:ow a feed, a ll year round, which wi ll 
dup licat e, a.s I!luch as possible, the early surnmer grasses 
and plants. The feed should also be varied as much as 
possible to make i t palata ble. The feed should be succulent, 
t hat is, one which conta ins the natural juices and fresh 
forage. 
Bulk plays an important part in the feed of the 
cow, because her digestive structure is such that bulk is 
necessary in order that she may enjoy the fullest degree 
of health, with the resultant maximum milk output. 
There are various techniques that may be employed 
to furnish the livestock a good, cheap food supply. The 
followin~ discussion will present some of the more 
important ones. 
The use of silos is proba.bly the most important 
technique devel oped by da iry farmers to give their cows 
a ba l anced diet a ll year. As early as 1786, the Italians 
conceived a method of preserving green crops for their 
animals to consume in tbe wint en, by means of storing 
them in underground pits. 1 It is not generally known 
who built the first silo in America, although Fred L. 
Hatch is credited with this honor. He built a silo on 
his farm in 1873. 2 Like all new ideas the farmers were 
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rather hesitant to accept it, but in more recent years, 
however, the silo has become a regular fixture on American 
farms. 
A great many different crops may be used for 
silage. Any green forage crop that contains a fair amount 
of sugar and gives a heavy yield per acre is satisfactory 
for forage. Corn and sorghums seem to work out best, 
as they are heavy yielders and are most easily preserved. 
Sunflowers, legumes and grasses have been used with vary-
ing degrees of success, because they are difficult to 
preserve when proper conditions cannot be maintained. 
1. Hender~on, Larson and Putney, Dairy Cattle F eeding and 
Management, John Wiley and Sons, Inc . , New York, 1938. 
2. Ibid. 
The chemicals within the silo are interesting 
and upon t hem depend the efficiency of the silo as a 
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preserver . The first c~ange is always a rise in ter!lpera-
ture to rather warm conditions. This rise in temperature 
cattses the p l ant cell to be broken down, allowing food to 
be set free in a chemical sense. With a ll of the free food and 
warm temperature, bacteria can and do develop to a great ex-
tent. Bacteria work on the suge.r content of the food, chang-
ing it into certain and varying acids. Fortunately for the 
farmer, the increase in a cid destroys the bacteria, so that 
after a certain acid condition is reached the action stops 
and the contents of the silo remain unchanged for great 
periods of tLme and are thus preserved for future use. 
In addi t:i_on to silage, dairy farmers should keep 
hay in their barns for winter feed; they should harvest a 
hay crop like any other paying crop. Since hay is one of 
the cheapest of winter feeds pr oduced on the farm, and a lso 
because cows are well adapted to its consumptio~ and digestion, 
it should be fed in l~rge amounts. 
Hays e.re divided into two groups, namely, legume 1 
and non-legume2 . Although legume hays are generally super-
ior to the non-legume variety, this difference may not al-
ways exist, as a great deal depends upon the soil. A grass 
hay, for instance, grown upon a soil th~t is rich in lime, 
nitrogen and phosphorous, cut early and well cured, may be 
l. Plants having seed pods, such as peas and beans. 
2. Plants not having seed pods . 
superior to a legume hay grown on poor soil and not 
properly harvested. The principal quality of leg ume 
hay is its protein content which the non-legume hay can 
not duplicate. 
Certain procedures must be observed by the farmer 
if he is to get the most out of his hay crops. Proba bly 
his first consideration h ould be to determine the kinds 
of hay he will produce. Most popular in this country are 
the non-legume grass hays,such as timothy, red top, blue 
g rass and sorghum. They are easy to ha ndle and to cut 
and they can be stored easily., and cheaply. To be of 
rea l foo d value the soi should be fertilized to the 
limit, maid.ne; the resul of high mineral and food 
content. Crop rotation is a grea t help in this factor 
because certain plants the soil in different 
ways., a nd rotation cuts fertilizing expense. If 
the farmer has ample la d and time he should supp lant his 
hay nrop with a grain o a legume crop . 
a fter the far has selected and grown his hay 
crop another important at hand, that o f cutting 
the hay at the best pos ible time. It should ba cut in 
the middle summer and n t the fall as some farmers think. 
The ha y of middle summe may not be as large as fall hay 
but it is green and ful ripe and at its greatest food 
va lue. If a llowed to and go to seed it loses 
its f ood content and so_ e of its g oodness is dried out. 
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Another problem facing the dairy farmer is the 
curing of the hay . In curing hay it is necessary to keep 
it f rom becominB bleached by the sun and rain, to preserve 
the leaves from shattering, and at the same time to dry 
out sufficient moisture so that it will keep in the barn 
without heating and spoiling . After cutting it should be 
allowed to lie in swath until it is thoroughly wilted ; 
after wilting and before it becomes too brittle it should 
be raked into small windrows, as they permit a freer cir cu-
lation of air. The length of time that the hay should 
be in windrows depends entirely upon the type of crop. 
Grass hays can be cured relatively quick, but soy beans, 
for example , take a long time, because the s t ems are large 
and therefore take a longer time to dry out . After this, 
the hay can be stacked or put into the barn. 
The final step to be taken in the harvesting of 
t~e hay crop is the storage. The hay should be loosely 
stored and dre_y, because i f it is not, the barn may burn 
because of spontaneous combustion. However, hay can be 
packed into tightly bound bundles if it is absolutely 
dry. 
Now that we have discussed the problem of feed -
ing the cow during the winter, we next turn to the methods 
of economically feeding the cow during the summer. The 
pasture is not a concentrate and it is i mp ossible for 
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heavy milking cows to consume sufficient pasture to 
furnish the necessary nutrients for their milk supply . 
As a result, such cows will decline rapidly in their 
milk production after the flush of the fresh pasture has 
worn off , unless they are given some concentrated feed 
along with their pasture. Even the best pastures will 
furnish only enough nutrients for cows producing from 
twenty to thirty pounds of milk per day . Therefore it 
is necessary to recogr:ize this fact and to supply the 
heavy producing cows wi th additional feed before their 
milk production drops . 
The farmer has two fundamental classifications 
of pastures to choose from -- either permanent or non-
permanent -- and each has its particular advantages and 
disadvantages . The principal a dve:mtage of the permanent 
pasture is that it supplies a cheap, dependable source of 
feed year after year with very little labor and care . It 
also is valuable in preventing soil erosion, particularly 
in rugged regions. The main disadvantage of a permanent 
pasture is that during the latter part of the season it 
often does not produce as much feed as is heeded . As 
the grasses become more mature, they are less digestible and 
less palatable, and the protein, vitamin and mi neral con-
tent decreases. The principal advantage of the temporary 
pasture is that it gives a much greater yield than the 
other type, and its protein, mineral and vitamin content is 
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usually much greater. It also enables the farmer to take 
advantage of the crop rotation plan. On the other hand, it 
is relatively expensive to cultiva te, usually t aking consid-
erable labor and fertilization. 
A paature, to be of greatest benefit to the 
dairyman, must possess certain characteristics which make 
it desirable as feed for milk cows. The pasture should 
have a dense sod, as this determines the amount of forage 
available for the cattle. If the sod is not dense, more 
acreage will be necessary, with the result that the cattle 
will have to gra ze over a larger amount of land in order 
to obtain sufficient feed, thus expending energy. 
The palatability and digestibility of the plant 
cover determine its nutritive value and the amount of feed 
that will be eaten by the cattle . Certain pasture grasses 
may change their palatability and digestibility during the 
course of the season. Therefore it is important when the 
farmer is selecting the type of grass to grow that he 
select one that changes little late in the season. The 
distance of the pasture from the bnrn should not be too 
great as it uses up energy and,in the long run, the milk 
production will be reduced. It is also L~portant that 
there should be an ample supply of clean water in the 
pasture, as water is vita l in producing milk. 
After cons idering the feeding problems of the 
dairy cow, next, in order of importance, the writer believes, 
is the care and housing conditions. 
The dairy cow is a creature of habit a nd likes 
the same routine day after day. A cow should be treated 
with kindness and never beaten, as it is not only cruei 
but it has a deteriorating effect on the milk production. 
It is desirable that the cow have approximately the same 
amount of exercise each day. She should be led to the 
pasture in the sun~er, or fed in the barn in the winter, 
at the same time each day. The cow should be milked at 
the same hour and by the same milker each day . Very few 
dogs have a place around the dairy farm as most of them 
will race the cows. Even the presence of a dog around 
the farm at milking time may disturb the herd to such an 
extent as to affect not only the quantity of the milk 
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but a lso its composition. Dairy cows should be groomed 
every day, especially in the winter when they are . in the 
barn all the time. In the summer, when they are on the 
pasture t his is not so nece ssary. GrooTiing is essential 
not only from the standpoint of looks, but also from that 
of milk production - - it makes the animal hea lthier and 
also prevents loose hair and dirt from falling into the 
milk . 
It is necessary during the winter months to 
have some sort of watering plan in effect. Exhaustive 
experiments have shown that cows watered frequently, or 
having water at will, give more milk than those watered 
once a day. 1 Gravitational cement or resistant metal 
can be used as wat ering trays in large dairies, but on 
the small f'a.mm their cost is prohibitive. The tempera-
t11re of the water should be uniform from day to day. In 
very cold ·weather the cows will drink more water if it 
is uniformly warmed. 
Some sort of bedding is necessary to provide 
comfort for the animals, to keep them clean and to absorb 
the liquid manure. The emount of bedding required de-
pends upon the kind of floor that is in the stalls, and 
upon the method of keeping the cows fastened. With a 
cork-brick or wotiden floor less bedding is needed than 
if other materials are used, such as cenent, brick, or 
wood and metal combined. Less bedding is also necessary 
if the cows are fastened in stanchions with stalls of 
proper length, than if they are fastened with chains or 
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left loose in a box stall. The common materials used for 
bedding are straws of all kinds, corn stover, shavings, 
and sawdust. The wise farmer will use any of these which 
he can get in abundance cheaply. 
All manure should be removed f roro.. the stable 
at least once per day and more often would be better. 
Manure should not be piled up near the barn, a s so many 
farmers do, but should be imrnediEite ly put into a manure 
l. Henderson, Larson and Putney, Da iry cattle Feeding and 
Ivianagement, John -·Jiley and S ons, Inc., New York , 1938. 
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spreader and ?Ut back into the f ields so that the minerals 
can return to the soil and enrich i t. Ivlanure, if not 
removed qui c ~ly, will at t ract flies and be a breed ing 
ground for them. The prob lem of the fly is always great 
around a stable and screens should be used. There are 
also various effective fly spray s that can be bought in-
expensively. If the farmer keeps his stalls and the 
entire barn freshly whitewashed , he has done much to keep 
flies away~ and to keep his milk from being contaminated~ 
.Another major problem of the dairyman is the 
combating of cattle diseases. 
"From a study of the dairy records 
at the Pennsylvan i a State College i t was 
found that 16.4 per cent of the animals 
were killed becaus e of tuberculosis, 
8.9 per cent died and 5.8 per cent were 
condemned for reasons unknown, 5 .? per 
cent were condemned for barrenness , 0.8 per 
c·ent for h .nnpy jaw, and 0 .4 per cent for 
abortion . It is thu~ seen that a total 
of 3? . 4 per cent, or more than one - third 
of the animals in t he herd during a period 
of twenty - six years, we.s disposed of on 
a ccount of some form of disease. :t l 
The loss of profits from disease can be lessened 
by intelligent preparation to combat it. The g overr.rnent 
ha s men in the field who ere prepared to help the farmer ; 
it a l so prints a considerable amount of literature regard -
ing the subject . The g overnment, foundations and agricul-
tura l colleges are experimenting constantly on the di seases 
of the milk cow and how to prevent them . 
Another problem, which unfortunately t he small 
da iry farme r does not usua lly completely comprehend is 
that of keeping a c curate and continuous cost records . 
The fa rmer should consider a ll the costs that can be 
charged directly or indirectly to milk sa les. By keeping 
cost rec ords he ca n fincl cl..!t i f he is making money or not; 
he can readily see any expense leak and. then can te ke 
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steps to correct it. If he s till loses money when ope rating 
within a strict budget, he can readi l y see t hat he does not 
belong in the milk business. 
The fina l probl~m to be discussed in this chapter 
is that of determining how to sell milk. The dairy 
farmer has a choice of four general outlets for his milk. 
He may sell it direct to consumers, sell it to creamer ies, 
sell to cheese man ufa cturers or sell to condenseries . It 
is only the l a rger da iryma n who would sell his ovm milk 
direct to the consumer. Because of state l aws , he would be 
required to p\ITcha se expensive pasteurization machinery, 
extensive refrigera tion equipment and a bottling outfit, in 
add ition to trucks and vvagons, to say nothing about the 
labor and operating costs he would have to pay. All of 
the a bove would t ake a rather large capita l outlay wh i ch few 
farme"Ts would car e to risk . By f a r the greatest nunber of 
farmers sell their milk to creameries, cheese manufacturers 
and consenseries. To which of these the farm will sell is 
determined by a combination of complex fac''tors, such a s 
transportat ion r a tes, distance from the markets, and 
loca l reg iona l prices. A complete discussion of these 
fa ctors will be g iven in Chapter 7. The f armer must 
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a lso determine whether he will sell milk, cream or but t er. 
This is a lso tied up with prices, transportation cha r ge s 
a nd dista nce from marke ts, and will be thoroughly evalua ted 
in Chapter ? • 
CH.APTER V 
The Modern Milk Plant 
CHAPrER V 
The Modern Milk Plant 
Before we can seriously discuss the operation 
of the modern city milk plant, we must get the milk to 
the plant. After the milk leaves the dairy farm (discussed 
in Chapter 4) it arrives at the country receiving stations. 
To provide a means of assembling and cooling the 
milk before shipment to the city, country milk-receiving 
stations have been established, usually between fifty to 
four hundred miles from a large distributing center. The 
principal function of a station is to weigh, cool and ship 
the milk to the market . Vli th this set-up, cans of milk 
are not left exposed on a shippine; platform, as the milk 
is cooled as soon as it arrives from the producer's dairy 
and prepared for shj_:pment so that it arrives in the city in 
good condition. The testing and grading of the milk is 
facilitated by this system, and any surplus milk can be held 
in the country to be manufactured into by-products, thus 
effecting a considerable saving in transportation costs. 
In most cases the stations are ovmed by the milk 
distributors, but in some sections they are owned and 
operated by the producers' organizations.1 Vfuen the stations 
are under the control of the producers, they usually handle 
the surplus; when the stations are owned by the distributors, 
1. For example, The United Farmers' Cooperative. 
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the producers are relieved of the responsibility of 
handling the surplus, but they do not have so great a 
bargaining power, when the prices are being negotiated, as 
the producers who control the stations. 
Before the building of a country-milk-receiving 
station, the important problem of location must be Cc.!re-
fully considered. Probably the most important of the 
location factors is nearness to a sufficient number of cows. 
It is obvious that it should be located in a good dairy sec-
tion ~ In order for a station to be operated efficiently, 
at least 10,000 pounds of raw milk should be received daily . 1 
Another location fa ctor is proper shipping facil -
ities. I f the milk is to be shipped by r a il, the station 
should be located on the r a ilroad so that th~ milk may be 
1. Cost of Operating Country Milk-Receiving Stations: 
NtLrnber of 
Plants 
6 
8 
9 
Volume per Plant 
(pounds only) 
8500 
28200 
52900 
Cost per Hundredweight 
$0.182 
0.145 
0.102 
Source: Vorney, Harry R., This Niilk Problem, The Vermont 
Agricultural Extension Service, Burlington, 
Vermont, Vol. 95, June 1937. 
transferred directly to the cars . ~~ere trucks are used 
to transp ort the milk to the city, the station should be 
located close to a good road. Even where trucks are used 
to transport milk, however, it is a g ood plan to locate 
in the vicinity of a railroad if possible in case any-
thing happ ens to the truck transportation set-up . This 
last factor may prove of value during the winter when 
roads might become temporarily blocked with snow. 
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An adequate water supply is necessary for the 
successful operation of a milk- receiving station. The 
water used for cleaning purposes must be pure end uncon-
taminated. It is also desirable that the water be as cold 
as possible so that much of the cooling of the milk may be 
accomplished with it. 
The large water supply naturally requires an 
equally large sewage disposal plan. The use of a city 
sewer is of course ideal, but this is often impossible, 
especially in rural areas. Deposit of the sewa~e in a 
stream is not desirable unless there is a larg e body of 
wa ter. When a large stream is available, it may be 
used, provided there are no laws prohibiting the empty-
ing of sewag e into it. Septic t anks or cesspools are 
often used where neither a city sewer nor a river is a vail-
able. If the soil is porous, as in the case of gravel 
soil, the cesspool may be satisfactory; but septic t anks 
usually g ive better satisfaction, especially if there 
is much casein or albumin in the sewage. Septic tanks 
wi ll give the best results if the quantity of sewage 
disposed of is uniform from day to day. 
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Competition is an important item to be consider-
ed in the location of the plant. If the plant is located 
near t hat of a competing .company , not only may difficulties 
arise between the two companies, but the volt~e of milk 
that can be obtained will probably be too small for t he 
most economical plant operation . Competition f rom other 
city mar lcets should be considered, and the plant should 
preferably not be loca ted near a ter r itory that would 
normally supp l y two separate marR:ets. Not only would 
th i s ca use a division of t he supp l y between t he t wo 
mark ets so that the vo lume per p l a nt ·would be low, but 
there mi ght be a difference in the p rices paid by t h e t wo 
mar ke t s, wh ich at certain time s would result in the loss 
of ma ny patr ons who would natura~ ly seek the hie:her-:priced 
market . 
As to the cost of milk-receiving stations, they 
can vary a great de&l. In a ra ther confident ia:}. interv iew 
that the \vriter had, it was disclosed that the smallest 
complete set-up, building and equipment, would run to 
ab out ,p lO, 000. The following is a list of eC}_uipment 
wh ich would be found in the average station: 
Two receiving and standardizing vats 
Weigh ing scales 1000 pound capacity 
Two can washers 
One two compartment we ighing can, 1000 
pound capacity 
One milk can drainer 
One can filler 
One milk pump 8000 pound capacity 
per hour 
.One r;1ilk cooper 8000 pound capacity 
per hour 
One brine pu~p and piping 
One insulated brine tank 
One lo · ton compres sor 
One 20 horsepower boiler 
One 36 bottle Babc ock tester 
? iping, F ixtures, Conveyors and r.Iiscellan-
eous Items 
The next step in gett ing the milk to the · 
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consumer is that of transportation from tbe country milk-
receiving station to the city plant. The space will hot 
be g iven here to this point, since it is adequately en-
l arged upon in Chapter ?, Economic Probl~ms. 
In order to prepare the milk for consumers 
in the ·city, the modern urban milk plant has been developed. 
at present there is no real sta ndard type of mil~ plant. 
For instance, along Rutherford Avenue in Charlestown there 
are t wo large plants, each totally different in construe-
tion, yet producing comparable milk within certain general 
classifications. ThA milk plant should be a modern,sanitary 
building, of durable construction and equipped with sanitary 
snd up-to-date apparatus. It must be so arranged that the 
milk can be received and handled efficiently and economical -
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ly~ a nd proper facilities must be provided for receiving, 
weighing and sampling the milk. From the receiving tank, 
the milk goes to the clarifying and pasteurizing apparatus, 
and then to the bottle fillers and cappers. After the 
milk has been put into bottles and sealed~ it must be kept 
in a cold place unti~ it is sent out on the delivery wagons. 
Facilities must also be provided for washing the cans and 
the bottles. 
It is desirable to have the plant located so 
that it can be approached from two sides in addition to the 
front. Milk and bottles may then be taken in at one side 
of the buildings, while the delivery wagons may be loaded 
at the other side of the building, and there will be no 
confusion and congestion . 
Whether to erect the plant on an expensive site 
in the business district of the city or to go further out 
on less expensive property, is an important question. boll 
attra ctive plant located in the downtown section of a city 
is good advertising, but if competition is not very acute, 
the high cost would not warrant it. 
Whether to loc ate the plant hear the railroad 
or nearer the distribution center must also be decided. 
In recent years, many milk distribut ors have greatly in-
creased in size, therefore establishing brcnch distributing 
plants. The milk is bottled at the main plant and transported 
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by truck to the branch plants, from which the routes 
receive their loads. These branch plants are, of course, 
located in the distributing area. Vilien branch plants are 
operated in this manner, the question of receiving the 
milk from the country is of great importance in regard to 
the main pasteurizing plant. With the advent of tank-car 
transportation, the tendency has been, for many years, for 
large companies to locate the main plant on the railroad, 
which means inexpensive, large-scale handling. 
one of the best examples of this planning. 
Boston is 
Another important decision to be made is the 
type of mater ial to be used in construction of the plant. 
The k ind of material best adapted to the construct ion of the 
~ilk pl ant wil l depend largely on local conditions , if the 
cost fac,tor is allowed to operate . Durability and cost 
of material should be the first consideration. Frame build-
ing s were popular several years back, but in more recent 
years milk plants have been constructed, as a general thing, 
from a more permanent material, some of the more satisfactory 
being made of concrete, hollow tile or brick. Buildings 
of these materials are more durable than those constructed 
of wood, and the cost of repairs and upkeep on them is less. 
Such materials are also practically fireproof. When hollow 
tile is used, it must be finished with stucco on the outside 
and with smooth. cement. on the inside. Roof ing of course 
be correspondingly fireproof. It is important that the 
inside walls and ceilings be constructed of some smooth 
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and easily cleaEed materiel; about the b est of such mater-
i al s is tile, a lthough it is very expensive. Special 
attention must be g iven to the construction of the floors . 
A milk p lant is generally wet from spilt milk and constant 
washi ng . The floor sh ould therefore be constructed of 
cement, brick or tile and wa terproofed, and drains are 
as olntely essential. Proper ventilat ion in t he milk 
plant is importa nt, both from the standpoint of sanitation 
and health of the employees. Ma ny of the modern p l a nts 
have extensive ventilating systems for purifying, moisten-
ing , heating and cooling the air . The milk plant, especially 
the rooms where the milk is handled., should be well lighted, 
and plenty of window spa ce should be provided. An abundance 
of light tends to promote cleanliness, because dirt ca n 
be r eadily seen. In t he score card for the sanitary inspec -
t ion of milk pl ants, used by t h e Bureau of Dairy I ndustry , 
Department of Agriculture, t wo points are g iven for suffi-
cient light, and it is r e comL1ended that the wi ndow space 
be a t l east ten per cent of floor space. 
Another consid.era tion is the arr angement of the 
p l ant ; economy of operation and sanitation ar e the pr ime 
fa ctors . Pr ovi sion must be made for t he convenient a nd 
rap i d receiving of milk as it arr ives at t he plant . Nature 
c an be put to work in aiding the operation of the plant, 
principa lly i n mak ing use of gr avity . The following 
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are a few s amp le plans of a rrangement wh ich are considered 
11p - to-dat e: 
(a) Gravity , mor e t han one story -- In t his class 
of p l ants the mille is emptied into ca ns, eleva ted above t he 
f irst fl oor, and dumped. It then f lows by gravity t h rough 
ps steurizing and other machinery wi t holJ.t the use of the 
milk Ill.liDp • 
(b) Gra vity and pump, more than one story -- 1Jilk 
is e l evated to above the first story and dumped . It flows 
by gr av i ty thr ough part of the machinery , but pumps are 
required before the milk reaches the filler . 
(c ) Pump to higher l evel , then gravity - - The milk 
is dumped into a t a nk on the first floor and then pumped to 
a floor above; after this op er a tion it flows by its ovm 
weigh t t h roueh the processing ma ch i nery . 
(d ) Pu.mp to higher level, then gravity and pump 
The milk is pumped from the f irst f loor to a floor ab ove . 
F ro!!l this p oint it is handled by pumps , or partly by pumps 
and gravity • 
(e ) Pump, one story -- The milk is han dled on one 
f l oor, one or more pumps be i ng used . Th i s is usually a 
smal l pla nt . 
Another factor t o be consider ed i n the arra nge -
ment of the milk plant i s the pl e.n of the rooms . From the 
standpoints of sanitation a nd economy of opera tion, a 
division into rooms is essential. In ma.ny small plants, 
the greater part of the work is done in one room, but in 
the larger and more modern plants a s pecial room i s pro -
vided fo r each operat ion. Each room should be laid out 
and constructed for the part icular purp ose for wh ich i t 
is designed. The following discussion of variou s rooms 
shows t he ir general plan and function : 
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Recej ving Room -- In this room, the milk is 
inspe cted, s ampled and weighed. The receiving room con-
tains t he weigh-tank , scal es and the milk sampling outfit, 
a nd should be screened and separa te from the other parts 
of the plant. The can washing apparatus s hould b e located 
i n one end of the receiving room. 
He.ndling room -- In the milk-handling room are 
usually located the clarifier, pasteurizer, coolers and 
fillers and cappers, though in some pla nts the bottle-
f: illing department is in a room by itself; H.P .Hood and 
Sons, Inc., has this latter plan in most of its plants. 
It is important that t he handling room should be separate 
fro~ other rooms . 
Bottle - Was):ling Room This room sh ould be separate, 
so t hat no steam or foul air can pass into t:r. e r ooms where 
the milk is being handled. 
Clean Bottle Storage ~oom -- This room should be 
p l a ced aside from the direct process, should be cool and 
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absolutely clean. Naturally this room is not re qu ired when 
the direct system of washing and filling bottles is us ed . 
Milk storage room -- The milk chest is a refrig-
erated room, the size depending upon the production . There 
construction is an important part of the economy of the 
plant , An efficient cooling room requires little operating 
cost, wherea s a leaky, uninsulated room can be very expen-
sive over a long period of time. 
Laboratory - - A laboratory for the bacteriological 
and chemical examination of the milk is essential . It 
should be wel l lighted and have complete laboratory equipment. 
Office, drivers' and salesmen ' s rooms Every 
plant should have the office and other administrative rooms 
separate from the plant . Office workers should not be 
allowed to wander aimlessly through the milk plant, because 
an ignorant employee could ruin a batch of milk and not 
rea lize it. 
Now that we have discussed the construction and 
arrangement of the plant, the next step is the proper type 
of equipment to be used. The following principles r.mst 
be carefully considered when selecting and purchasing any 
~ieee of equ ipment. 
Simplicity -- The equipment should contain the 
fewest number of parts to o.o the required work efficiently. 
Ease of cleaning and treating t .o kill bacteria - -
It is important that all of the milk apparatus be cleaned 
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and treated each day to kill any bacteria. If t his is to 
be accomplished easily and properly the equipment must have 
few inaccessible parts. 
Ease and economy of operation -- Unless a machine 
can be opera ted economically it will be a liability to the 
owner rather than an asset . If it can be operated easily, 
comparatively little attention will be required. 
Durability-- Apparatus of poor quRlity is usually 
costly in the long run. A rela tively expensive mac~ine 
wh ic h is properly engineered is, therefore, econo~ical . 
Proper capacity -- All apparatus with which milk 
comes in contact must be material tha t will not impart 
any meta llic or off flavor to the milk and will uot result 
in any chemi ca l or electrolytic action . Tinned copp er 
and glass - enlime led and nickel equipment ar e satisfactory 
and most commonly us ed. Some other metals and a lloys 
Wh ich have been used in recent years have proved satisfactory, 
notably sta inless steels and aluminum. 
The following description of the equipment necess -
ary for the successful operation of a milk plant is by no 
means complete or st~ndardized, but, in general, it is 
fundamentally thorough. 
Weigh can and scales -- At very small plants the 
milk can be weighed i n the cans in which it is received. 
In this ca se, the weigh can is not necessary. At medium-
sized and l a r ge plants either single or double corr..:rx-1 rtment 
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weigh cans can be used; but when the milk is received from 
e. large number of producers much time may be saved by the 
use of a double-compartment can. The va l ves through vvtlich 
t he milk is released from the weigh can should be l a r ge 
so that the milk will flow out quickly and the opera tor 
will not be delayed by having to ~wait t he dra ining . In 
a ll cases, whether milk is bought by the ga llon or by the 
p ounds it .should be weighed. If it is b oug..h t by t he gallon 
the weight can be read in gallon measure and converted to 
p ounds at a glance as most scales have double reading 
scales . 
Can washers -- Large plants must have can 
washers that a re as nearly automatic as possible an d in 
which a l a r ge number of cans may be washed at one time. 
The s o-ca lled hydraulic ca n washer is most commonly used 
in the l arge plant . This washer consists of a series of 
tanks conta ining alkali powder washing solutions and 
r insing waters. As the ca ns tra vel over in an inverted 
position through the mach ine, they pass over a series of 
jets thr ough wh ich washing solutions and rinsing waters 
a r e f orced into the cans by means of powerful pumps. Next 
they pas s over steam jets t hrough whi ch live steam is 
blown into tln.em. The next step i s the drying of the cans, 
wh ich is accomplished by a blast of hot air generated by 
bl owing air through a chamber cont aining s t eam pipes. The 
drying of the cans is very i mportant, for it not only 
improve s their sanitary condition but also prevents 
rust and prolongs their useful life. Hydraulic ca n 
washers may be either the streightaway or the circular 
type , t he latter having the advantage of reQuiring les s 
f loor space. ~\!a ny can washers have a device in t he 
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fir st section into which any remaining milk in the ca ns 
is drained and saved. Where such washers are not i n use 
a separate appar a tus can be purchased or built which will 
perform th is s ame func t i o11 a nd which ·can be at t a che d t o 
t he old washer. This milk should not be used as bottle 
milk but ca n be utilized in a sundry by- products. 
Receiving vat and storage t a nks or vats -- From 
t he weigh ca n the milk is r e l eCi. sed by a va lve and f lows 
by gr a vity to a receiving vat . Only a small v2.t is ne cess-
a.ry i f provision is n ade for storage tanks and a pump of 
suff icient capacity t o pmnp t he milk to tlle storage t anks 
a s f a st as it c omes from the weigh can . At small plants 
a l &r ge receiving vat may b e used and the milk pumped f ron:: 
it direct to the pasteurizing department. A larger re -
ceiving vat will be reQuired if a continuous syst em of 
past eurization is used. If the vat system of past euriza -
tion is employed, a s in the l a tter case the milk may go 
directly to the pasteurizing process., but with the former 
system some of t h e milk must be held in the receiving vat 
so that a uniform flow to the pasteurizer may be ma intained. 
Such a receiving vat may be provided with revolving coils 
containing a cooling solut ion. These coil s also mix 
the milk received fr om various pr oducers . At large 
p l ants , the milk general ly g oes fr om the receiving vat 
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to large stora ge t a nk s or vats either by gr &vity or by 
mean s of a pump . The pump should be large enough to 
handle the milk as f ast a s it is r e ceived with out being 
for ced and should be of sanitary construction. Storage 
tanks a r e often used at large plants ; . these t anks are 
usually provided with an ou tside j aclcet i n which a cooling 
medium is circulated and the milk is h eld at a low temper-
a ture. They ar e usually lined wi th ename l or some other 
smooth n on-corrosive ma t er ial, so that they can be read i ly 
cleaned and steamed. There tanks may be ve rtica lly or 
horizonta lly insta lled, the l at ter system being somewhat 
more desira ble f rom the standpoint of accessibility for 
cleaning . At many milk p l a nts, the product is held for 
s everal h ours before it is pasteurized, a nd in such in-
s tances a g re at saving of cans, refrigeration , labor and 
floor space is effected by the use of these storage tanks . 
Clari f ier or filter -- The clarifier is used 
to remove dirt and f oreig n matter from the milk . The 
milk ,asses through the machine and the dirt is re t ained 
a n d later remo ved in the cle a nsing p rocess . There are 
t wo processing p l an s in use today , e ither clarifying cold 
milk or clarifica ti on .a t 80 to 90 degrees Fahrenhe it. The 
latter meth od requires the use of a pr eheater . Each of 
these methods have their advantages and disadvantages. 
Clarifying cold milk tends to produce more foam than 
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when the preheater is used. High temperatures, however, 
tend to injure the cream line . Recent i mprovements in the 
mach ines permit the use of the low temperature without 
the formation of much foam; therefore a person buying a 
clarifyer would not buy a pre-heater . The clarifier 
should be large enough to handle the milk as fast as it 
is received. It is much better that the machine be too 
large than too small, as in the latter instance the milk, 
if properly clarified, cannot be sent to the pasteurizers 
and bottling machines as fast as they can handle it. 
The filter is another apparatus designed to 
remove the visible dirt from the milk. Various materials 
are used, but the mos t common are cotton pads or cloth 
with a long-fiber nap on both si des. The most common 
location of the f5.lter is between the pre-heater and the 
pasteurizer. Milk can be efficiently filtered by this 
procedure, and there is no opportunity to recontaminate 
the milk by the filter ~fter the milk has been pasteurized . 
As a g enera l rule, less efficient results are obtained by 
filtering the milk cold than by first heating it. Although 
milk can be filtered efficiently at pasteurizing tempera-
ture, it is more desirable, from a sanitary standpoint, 
to filter it before it has been heated to this temperature, 
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and in no case is it desirable to filter after pasteuriza -
tion has been completed, as previously mentioned . 
Milk pumps - - One or more milk pumps are necess-
ary in most milk plants. It is very important that they 
be of proper construction and that they be kept clea n. 
Practically no injury to the cream line seems to be caused by 
pumping the cold , raw milk or the hot, pasteurized milk. 
Strangely enough, however, pumping a t intermediate tempera-
tures, es:pecially between 60 and 100 degree Fahrenheit, is 
to be avoided, as it tends to injure the cream line. Some 
of the troubles encountered with milk pumps are due to 
f aulty installation. · The centrifugal pump should be used 
only when t he milk flows directly to the pump. It lift s 
the milk several feet and works satisfa ctorily in pumping the 
milk over the cooler, provided the pump is so placed that 
the mi l k flows to it. Other common types are the p iston 
and the rotary pumps , the latter being adaptable where 
suction is required. A properly operating piston pump 
agitates the milk very little and g iv~s good results because 
of this • . 
Coolers-- There are two types of coolers in common 
use at the present time - - the open surface tubule.r cooler 
and the internal tubular cooler. With the open su~face 
cooler the milk passes over the tubes in a thin film and 
the coo~ir..g solution passes through the tubes. This type 
of cool er is so constructed· that water can be used in 
the top sections and brine or direct - expansion ammonia 
in: t he bottom sections . Vvhere the regen.erati ve system 
of pasteurization is nsed the cold raw mi l k is often 
allowed to pass through the inside of the first sections 
of the cooler. Vfith the o:pen surface c ooler the milk is 
exposed to the air in the room, and for that reason the 
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a ir should be kept pure . If the cooler is covered, con-
tamination from the a i r ·will be very much reduced. It is 
generally more desirabl e to have pure air in the room where 
the cooler is located, as considerable care is required to 
keep the covers clean and they are often clumsy to clean 
and to handle . 
The internal tubular coolers are constructed on 
the sarne princi:ple as the other type but the place of the 
milk and the cooling solution are changed . The milk pa sses 
through pipes which are surrounded by brine~ but t he brine 
is also contained within pipes or a large overal l receptacle. 
With this type of cooler the rr1ilk does not come into contact 
with the air at any time . There is no loss of milk from 
evaporat ion when using this type of cooler, whereas a loss 
will occur ~ith the other. It is easier to sterilize the 
internal tubular co oler than the open surfa ce cooler. If 
steam is introduced into the for me r e.nd the appara"':us 
closed it ca n be thoroughly sterilized. The best way to 
sterilize the open surface cooling type is to a~~it steam 
to the inside of the tubes and at the same time run hot 
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water over the outside surface. The hot water will be 
vaporized and quite a thoroueh job will be done. A 
somewhat better creum line can be obta ined with the o:pen 
surface cooler. 
There are two types of cooling solutions used 
in milk plants today. The most cor~on of these is 
br ine a nd the less popular is direct-expansion arrrmonia. 
The main advantages of the brine system are 
(l) its great elasticity. The brine can 
be stored for cooling a fter the refrigerat ing mechine 
has been shut down or in case of a breakdo~n . 
(2) •rhere is relatively little danger of having 
the milk freeze on the pipes . 
(3) Special tubes are n ot required and there is 
little danger of leakage. 
'rhe direct expansion method has the advantages 
of 
(1) Greater economy at plants where it is necess-
to run the machine continuously as less refrigeration will 
be lost if the ammonia goes directly to the cooler than 
if it g oes through t~e secondary brine medi~ . 
(2) It enjoys a simpler operation. 
(3) .4. smaller initia l expentidure for equipment 
is involved. 
At some plants direct - expansion coils are used 
in the milk-storage room, and br ine is circulated from a 
tank, usually in the storage room, through the milk 
cooler~ Vfuether direct-expansion or brine is used in 
cooling the milk, it is always desirable to use water 
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in the first few coils of the cooler, as refrigeration 
is thus saved. In some milk plants, instead of using 
brine or direct-expansion directly in cooling the milk, 
water is cooled by the refrigerated coils and the water 
in turn cools the milk. In this last procedure, extreme 
temperatures are avoided. 
Bottle washers In general, there are three 
types of bottle washers, the xmall brush washer, the 
hydraulic-pressure in the case type, and the soaker type 
of w&,sher. 
The small brush washer consists of a tank wh ich 
is filled with a washing solution in which the . bottles 
a re allowed to soak. A brush is made to revolve by a 
steam turbine, motor or belt power. The bottle is forced 
onto this brush by the operator; a chamber,in which a 
case of bottles,which have thus been brushed,has been 
pla ced, is then inverted for the purpose of rinsing with 
steam and hot water. This type of washer is suitable only 
for small :plants and is not in general use. 
The hydraulic-pressure in the case washer con-
sists of a series of tanks containing washing -powder 
solutions and rinsing powders and water. The water is 
forced through small jets into bottles by powerful pumps. 
Usually the first tank contains a lukewarm rinsing water; 
the second tank contains the washing solution; and the 
t h ird and remaining tahks contain hot rinsing waters . 
The tempera ture ofthe last water is at or near the 
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boiling point , and in sane ca ses the bottles receive a 
spray of steam. One man usua lly feeds the ca ses of bottles 
into the machine and another operator takes them out at the 
other end ana stacks them up to cool off. It is very im-
portant that the proper temperature be maintained in each 
tank . 
In the soaker type of bottle washer, the bottles 
are removed from the cases and fed- into the machine, where 
they are pre-rinsed and then soaked or sprayed with two or 
more s olutions containing strong alkali, which acts both as 
a cleansing and as a bacteria killing agent. The tempera-
ture of the various solutions is gradua lly increased as the 
washing process continues • .After this step the bottles 
are brushed on the outside. Some types brush the bottles 
on the inside. ~Vhen brushes are not used on the inside, 
the bottles are subjected to sprays of hot water under 
high pressure. With one type, air is mixed rith these 
sprays, thus forming an air brush. L&stly rinsing waters 
are forced into the bottles, the temperatures of these 
f i nal waters are gradually reduced, and when the bottles 
come from the fina l water they are cool enough to be 
filled in-mediately. In some cases, a bacteria killing 
agent is used in the final rinsing water • .after the 
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bottles come froTI the machines , uthey are transferred by 
conveyors directly to t he fillers. The cases when empty 
~re placed on a conveyor wh ich carries them through the 
case washer and thence to the filler. Considerable 
economies in labor of washing an d filling the bottles 
are effected with this system, as no handling of the 
bottles between the washers and fillers is require<ill. This 
type of washer is most popular in the large milk plants ; 
the brush method of washing is practical in only t he 
smallest of plants . 
Fillers and cappers -- After the milk has been 
pasteurized and cooled it is bottled and sealed rea dy f or 
delivery to the consumer. For this last operation 
f illers and ca ppers ~re used. For.Qi.erly fillers , were 
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operated by hand levers, and the bottles were frequently 
capp ed by hand. Now practically a ll plants use autor.1atic 
f illers and cappers . In their operation there is n o need 
for the human hand to come into contact with the milk. 
The rotary fillers and cappers are the most common in 
use today. This machine consists of a circular t e nk with 
valves simila r to those in other types of fillers. Each 
bottle is automatica lly released and fills the jar. W11en 
the bottle has travelled a full revolution of the t ank, 
the time required to fill it, the va lye closes aut omatical-
ly. The bottles are then carried to the capper which 
caps then without the e.id of the operator i n &ny way. 
Tubes extending from the top of the tank and the valves 
allow air to escape and prevent foam. There are several 
sjzes of machines on the market today, which permit 
filling and capp ing of from 24 to 72 bottles per minute, 
depending upon the size of the ma chine. In operating 
the larger ma chines, where t he continuous method of 
washing and capp i ng is not used, one man is required to 
feed tb.e mach ine and another to take the bottles away . 
Only one man is required to operate the smaller machines. 
A l arge plant must have a battery of these machines to 
do the v ork. 
It must be obvious to the reader that the most 
important step in milk production has been i gnored thus 
far, namely, that of pasteurization. Th i s vital process 
is the most important operat ion in any milk plant . The 
sanitary quality of the p roduct is practically dependent 
up on on this process . 
Pasteurizin~ equipment consists of heaters, 
ho l ders and coolers, all of which have been developed 
in g reat variety. In the flash system of ptisteur ization, 
hea tinR milk to a high temperature for a short period of 
time, pnly a heater and cooler are required. ~vi th the 
holding system, lower heating for ~ long er period, the 
s ame apparatus is used , the same machin ery serving as 
u heater and .holder. 
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The kinds of heaters most generally used are 
batch heaters and cont i nuous flow heaters . The batch 
he&ters are in.ore common in the smaller plants , vdlereas 
the continuous flow heaters are more common at the 
larger pl ants . 
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Batch heaters are of the followi ng types : 
rectangular shaped vats in which the hee.ting medium is 
c~ntained in a co i l, cand the coil is revolved . I t heats 
the milk, keep ing it so agitat ed that the cream does not 
rise. Another is a vat similar to the above, except 
that the coil is hund vertically instead of horizontal ly and 
the vat is more nearly square than rectangular in shape. 
A special metal or glass lined tank may be used in which 
the milk is heated by the introduction of the heating med-
ium in a jacket surro unding the tank . The milk in the 
tank is gently agitated by a revolving paddle. Last 
i s the spray va t, similar to the rectangular vat , except 
that it is narrower and no coil i s required, as the milk 
is heated by forcing hot sprays around the outer surface 
of the tank;. .Blades or paddles attached to a me chanism 
on the top frame of the vat keep the milk agitated during 
the process . Batch heaters are simple in construction and 
easily operated. For sTiall plants vats are economical on 
a ccount of their many uses. Besides serving as heaters 
they are used as holders and may also be used in place of 
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receiving and storae;e t anks . The milk when r ece ived m.ay 
be dUlTlped. i nto the vats and held a t the des irable temper -
ature unti l r ea dy ::or pasteuriza tion . At small wholes&le 
p l ants , the milk , af t e r being heated and held, i s some-
times cooled in t h e vats and stored i n t hem at a lov tenper -
ature until it is drawn into c a ns r eady to be sent out on 
the delivery rout es . I f the batch heat e rs and h olders are 
properly operated, all the milk will b e held at the pasteur-
iza tion temperature for the required lengt h of tL~e -- ab out 
t h irty minut e s. During the hold ing p rocess, the Tiilk comes 
into contact with no additiona l surfaces between the heati ng 
and cooling processes. There is no opportunity, therefore, 
for new surfa ces to recontaminate the milk after pasteur-
izat ion . Where bacteria can be elimina ted efficient ly, 
t h is p roce s s , usua lly found in t h e small p l ant, can not be 
surpassed . 
In g eneral, continuous flow heaters are of g re at-
er capa city, for the e.rnount of floor sp&ce required, than 
a re the batch heaters . Continuous f low heaters a r e of 
the foll owing types: Dan ish or kettle heater , barrel heater , 
frum or film heater , and t h e internal tubular heater . The 
Da nish or kettle heater consists of a kettle-like chamber 
surrounded by a jacket, into wh ich live steam enters throug h 
small jets. This stea~ conde n ses and the jacket is f illed 
with hot. iNa ter, wh ich heats the milk . The temperature 
is maintained by the i ntroduction of live steam in regulated 
quantities . The milk enters the pasteurizer at a point 
near t he bot.tom and is thrown against the sides of the 
hot water jacket by a revolving paddle and forced out 
through a pipe at the top of the machine~ 
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The barre l heater consists of a series of pipes 
surrounded by a hot water jacket. rrhe milk is J;leated by 
the introduc t ion of live steam into the jacket. 'I'he milk 
enters at the bottom and passes back and forth from one 
end to the other through the various pipes and finally 
comes out from the top of the kettle . Very little floor 
space is required by these two heaters ; but they do not 
-vvork out satisfactorily in the flash system, beca use 
holders must be used wi t h them. 
In the drum or film heater, the milk flows 
either in a thin film through t wo or more upright heating 
surf aces or over a drum ir:side of which there is & heating 
medimn . This system does not work out as well as t he 
other processes and is not used to any great extent . With 
the i nternal. tubular heater the milk passes through a tube 
inclosed with i n another tube. The temperature of the 
water is maintained by the entrence of regulated live 
steam, and the tubes are well insulate~. With the usual 
types of machines , the hot Wd ter enters at one end and ls 
discharged at the other, flowing in the opp osite direction 
of the milk flow. Thus the temperature of the water when 
it is discharged at the other end is nearly the same as 
that of the milk. Furthermore, the- milk is heated with-
out any extreme fluctuations of temperature. 
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In one of the modern internal tubular heaters 
the machine is divided into sections and the hot water 
enters and discharges from each section as a unit . With 
this system it is necessary to heat the water in each 
section to a temperature only slightly higher than that 
to wh ich the milk is to be heated, and the water is used 
more efficiently than in the older types of tubular heat -
ers, as it does not travel over so great an area before 
being disc:harged. This type is apparent l y superior to 
all other types in the large plant. It is simple to 
operate and easily sterilized. Then, too, its initial 
and operat ing costs are relatively low for the work it does. 
There are two types of holder used in most plants 
today- - the batch holder ~nd the continuous flow type. 
Each is applicable to the various types of heaters and 
have been discussed generally in the above discussion con-
cerning heaters . 
By applying the so-called regener.ative principle 
of pasteurization; many plants are able to cut down the 
amount of heat and refrigeration required. This principle 
may be applied when either milk or water is being used as 
the heating or cooling medium. With one type of nilk-re-
genera tive process, the cold,raw milk, before goi ng to the 
p~steurizer, passes through the first section of the 
cooling tubes over which the hot milk from the holder 
is flowing. The advantage of such a system can readily 
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be seen, as each product assists the other by retroaction. 
There are other types of pasteurizing set-ups 
which are not so :prevalent as t he methods described previous-
ly. ':~ i th the in-the-bottle-pasteurizer, the milk is 
- pa steurized and cooled after it has been put in t he bottle. 
The mi lk is usua lly heated by :passing sprays of hot wa t er 
over the bottles; the machine is so arranged t hat it takes 
t hirty minutes for the bottles to pass through the process. 
This method haS its advantages, principally, because there 
is relatively less appara tus to be cleaned. However the 
process -is slow and can be used only in a small plant. A 
system of p~;~.steurizing by electricity has been developed 
in recent years. Usually with this system the milk is 
cooled at once, without the usual holding period. The 
equipment required for this process is very simple and 
can be easily cleaned. Furthermore, comparatively little 
floor space is necessary for this type of equipment. The 
disadvantages are (l) that the local health boards are 
liable to frown upon the system because there is no hold-
ing time, and (2) that the cost factor is directly depen-
dent upon th~ electric rates. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
The Cost of Distributing Milk 
Distribution costs ca n be define d as a ll 
of the distribution costs except that f or the r avv 
milk itself. The dealers' cost s can be divided into 
two groups -- the :p lant costs shown ·on t able 9 and 
the delivery costs shown on table 10. These t wo 
cost groups complete the retai l distribution costs. 
The wholesa le distribution cost has another contributing 
expense, tha t of the store sales to consumer s not served 
by one of the dealers' reta il routes. This latter sales 
expense is shown on t able 11. 
¥/hen examining the city :p lant costs on table 9, 
it can readily be seen that l ab or, heat, light and p ower , 
depreciat ion and r ent, shrinkage and administration are 
the largest items of expense. Labor, wh ich amounts to 
35 . 627~ of the tot a l cost of a quart of milk and 23.33% 
of t he cost of one-ha l f :p int of cream, includes only 
direct :plant l ab or and not of fi ce help. The latter is 
i ncluded under administration costs. The item of s hrink-
age, amounting to 35% of t he cream cost is not as startling 
as it mi ght appear . The volume of cream handled in a ny 
:pla nt is considerably less than the volume of milk handled . 
On t he other hand, the cream is much more expensive i~ 
bulk than milk. Therefore if a small quantity of c ream 
is a ccidently spilled it could mea n a decid e d loss in 
va lue. 
Table IX. Expenses Includ ed in Weighted Average 
City Plant Costs 
Milk a nd Cream 
For ?.2cb of t h e De a ler s in the Boston Market 
Lab or* 
Heat, light a nd p ower* 
Water a nd Ice 
Dep reciation and ren t* 
Taxes and insurance 
R epairs and maintenance 
Supp lies and l a undry 
Mi s cellaneous ex penses 
Shrinkage* 
Administra tion* 
Totals 
*Total of five items: 
Labor 
Heat ,light a nd p ower 
Dep recia tion and rent 
Shrinkag e 
Admi n istration 
:s uart of Milk 
Cost r er Cent 
$ .0026 
.0008 
. 0001 
.0008 
.0002 
.0004 
.0005 
.0002 
.0008 
.0009 
35.62% 
10.96 
1.3? 
10.96 
2.?4 
5.48 
6.85 
2.?4 
10.96 
12.32 
Ha l f P i nt 
of Cream 
Cost .P er Ce nt 
$!)014 
.0004 
.0002 
.0006 
.0001 
.0003 
.0002 
.0001 
.0021 
.0006 
23 . 33% 
6 . 6 ? 
3 . 33 
1 0.00 
1.6? 
5.00 
3 .33 
1.67 
35.00 
10.00 
$ .0073 100.00% $ .0060 100.00% 
35.62% 
10.96 
10 . 96 
10.96 
12.32 
80.82% 
23 . 3 3% 
6 . 6 ? 
10.00 
35 .00 
10.00 
8 5 .00% 
S ource: S ummar y Report on Cost of Dist ributing Milk i n the 
Boston Ma r ket, prepar e d f or the hla ssa chusetts Milk 
Control Board, by Cha rles F . Rittenhouse a nd Co., 
Bos ton a n d New York, 1936, pag e 58. 
8? 
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The cost tables 9, 10 and 11, clearly show that 
by far the largest sl.ngle expense item in the distribution 
of milk is that of labor. Let us examine the comp lete 
labor cost involved in distributing one quart of milk by 
retail delivery. First, there is the plant labor cost of 
$ .0026; next we have to assun1e the labor in the administra-
tion cost of $ .0009. At least $ .00045 -- or half of that 
expense --would be extremely conservative. This item would 
be for office workers handling plant costs and records. 
There are five items of labor shown as retail delivery ex-
penses on table 10. These items are 
Route labor 
Chest labor 
Office and general 
expense 
Supervision and gen-
eral l abor 
Administration 
$ .0212 
.0009 
.0015 (Estimate half 
as l abor) 
.0013 
.0018 (Estimate half 
as l abor) 
Totalled, these labor expenses amount to $ .029?5, or about 
sixty per cent of the total cost of a quart of milk. 
An interesting fact to note on t a ble 11 is t hat 
t he wh olesa le distribution is cheaper than the reta il, even 
including the third function -- store selling. The reason 
for thi~ is primarily due to the respective sizes of the 
wholesale and retail route loads. Although specific 
figures cannot be shown illustrating this point, the a verage 
wholesale load is about twice the size of the retail. This 
means that each quart of milk on the wholesale load has 
half of the delivery expense to .bear in relation to each 
quart on the retail route. Another f a ctor is that the 
retail route bottles are non-charge and the distributing 
company takes the loss on lost or broken bottles. On the 
wholesale route, the bottles are charged to the store and 
the store absorbs the loss if the bottles are destroyed 
or not returned. 
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Tab le X. Expenses Included in Weighted Average 
Retail Selling and Delivery Unit Costs 
Milk and Cream Eiost on Market 
Q,uart 
Expenses Cost 
Hauling to branch 
loading stations $ .0005 
Branch loading 
Station expense .0008 
Chest labor .0009 
Office and general 
expenses* .0029 
Deli very equipment 
e;xpenses* .0081 
Case expense . 0002 
Ice .0003 
Loss on bad 
acc ounts .0014 
i.dvertising .0011 
Supervision and 
general labor .0013 
Solicitors .0002 
Route labor* .0212 
Administration* .0036 
Totals $ .. 0425 
*Total of four largest items 
Route labor 
of Milk 
Per cent 
1.18% 
1.88 
2.12 
6.82 
19.06 
.47 
.71 
3.29 
2.59 
3.06 
.47 
49.88 
8.47 
100.00% 
Delivery equipment 
expenses 
Administration 
Office and general 
19.06 
8.47 
expense 6.82 
Totals 84.23% 
Half 
Cost 
$ .0002 -
.0003 
.0003 
.0034 
.0029 
.0001 
.0001 
.0014 
.0008 
.0014 
.0002 
.0144 
.0020 
$ .0275 
Pint 
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of Cream 
Per cent 
.73% 
1.09 
1.09" 
12.3 '7 
10.55 
.36 
.36 
5.09 
2 .91 
5.09 
.73 
52.36 
7.27 
100.00% 
52.36% 
10.55 
7.27 
12.37 
82.55% 
Source: Summar y Report on Cost of Distributing !·.~ilk in the 
City of Boston Mar ket, prepared for the Ma ssa chusetts 
Milk Control Board by Charles F .Rittenhouse & Co., 
Boston and New York, 1936, page 67. 
Table XI. Total Distribution 
Boston :Market 
Expense guart of Milk 
City Plant Costs ( 1) $ .0073 
Selling and Delivery ( 2) .0425 
Total Retail ~) .0498 
Wholesale 
City Plant Expense ( 1) $ .0073 
Selling and Delivery 
Chain Store Selling 
Costs (4) 
Total V.Jholesala 
(l) See Table IX. 
(2) See Table X. 
( 3) .0204 
.0071 
$ .0348 
costs 
Half P int of 
$ .0060 
.0275 
$ .0335 
$ .0060 
.0248 
.0071 
$ .0379 
(3) Summa ry Report on Cost of Distributing Milk in the 
Boston Market, prepared for the Massachusetts Milk 
Control Boerd, by Charles F. Rittenhouse & Co ., 
Bost on and New York, 1936, Page 69. 
Cream 
(4) Ibid, Page. 173. Based upon a study of a group of 32 
chain stores in the Boston area. 
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It appears that the delivery costs will be 
reduced somewhat during the war period. The reason for this 
is the fact that the present plan of delivery of milk to 
the homes every other day saves gas, oil, tires and deprecia-
tion charges. · The depreciation charges per year are reduced 
because less mileage prolongs the life of the vehicle. In 
the greater Metropolitan Boston area, H.P.Hood and Sons, 
Inc. has 610 vehicles in use. The daily miles saved, under 
the new plan, is seven miles per vehicle. In the course 
of ti year, therefore, considerab le gas, oil, tires and 
depreciation expense is saved. This plan should therefore 
prove very satisfactory, provided the milk sales do not 
drop off. 
There are several methods for determining the 
.., 
salary of milk retail route s~lesmen. A few companies 
especially the smaller ones pay on a straight salary 
basis. In New York City, the unions have made tremendous 
headway e.nd their milkmen members are :paid a straight 
salary. Unionization will be discussed later in the chap-
ter on "Present Day Problems." The largest milk distribu-
tor in the Boston area has a very satisfactory incentive 
pay plan for the route salesmen. 
The set-up of this latter :p lan is as follows: 
4% of weekly collections, plus 3% of grade A milk sales, 
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p lus 2% of medium priced milk sales, plus 1% of the cheap-
est grade milk . In addition to this, the salesman is 
allowed a $25 .00 base pay each week. 
As an illustration of the ab ove plan , the follow-
ing figures will illustrate the possibilities afforded 
under it: 
Base pay $25 . 00 
Collections 
$500 X .04 20.00 . 
Grade A sales 
$100 X .03 3.00 
Secondary sales 
$150 X .02 3.00 
Third class sales 
$ 250 X .01 2.50 
Total salary $53.50 
CHAPTER VII 
A Study of Milk Economics 
The economic scope of the milk industry can be 
seen by a study of tables 12, 13 and 14. Table 12 shows 
the quantities of milk produced on all farms in the United 
states, with a breakdown showing regional production. It 
should be kept in mind that the North Atlantic production 
is largely fluid milk. The East North Central and West 
North Central regions produce for dairy product manufacturers. 
In this latter reg ion are found many cheese factories and 
condenseries. The reason for this is because there are not 
enough people in the reg ion to consume the milk as a fluid 
product. 
The reader should note the total production figures 
shown on table 12 and compare t hem with the cash income 
totals for the same years on table 14. The cash income was 
less in 1938 and 193'7 than it was in 1937 and the quantities 
produced were in an inverse ration. This situation occurs 
because milk is generally a surplus commodity and all of 
the production cannot be bought at a favorable price. This 
has caused the establishment of a class price plan, whereby 
the farmer is paid for the use his milk is put to. If it is 
used as fluid milk he receives a high price for it. If it 
goes into a manufacturing process he receives a lower price. 
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Table XII. Production of !~ ilk 
No. of li ilk Cows Production 
---rl'housands) (l,:Ii lllons of P ounds) 
Re g ion 1937 1938 193 9 1937 1938 1939 
North .Atlantic 3101 3130 316~ 16837 17002 17063 
East N .Centre.l 5752 5767 5821 28255 29247 29745 
West N .Centra l 6309 6229 6273 25504 27254 27883 
S outh Atlantic 1824 1832 1861 6490 6679 683G 
South Central 4661 4699 4725 14708 15454 15168 
Western 2063 2060 2081 11338 11619 11917 
rr otal u.s. 23710 23717 23923 103132 107255 108558 
Table XTII. Milk Used on Farms 
(Millions of .l:'ounds) 
Consumers in the Household 
Year Fed to Milk or Butter Total 
Calves Cream Farm Use 
- ---
1934 2688 12773 9120 24581 
1935 2686 12646 8920 24252 
1936 · 2794 12522 8497 23813 
1937 2762 1G675 8268 23705 
1938 2897 12712 8179 23788 
1939 3021 12931 7983 23935 
Source: United States Agr icultural Stat ist.ics, 194 0 
Un ited Sta tes Government Printing Off ice 
~ h" t ' 'Tv as_ l ng on, D.C. 
Table XIV. Cash Income from Milk and Milk Products 
Farm Cre am Sold Milk Sold !li_lk, Cream Four !v:erage Re-turn Gross Farm 
Bufter at Whole sale .. Pr oducts ~--·-· 1 Value 2 Year at Wholesa le Sold per 100 lbs. Income 
T~1050) ($1000) -nrrooo) Ret -;by -Farm ·c·ombined of Milk Utilized 1~nooo) ($1000) 
' (~?1 000) ·-n~lOOO) (~ )' 
1934 24636 288, 951 522,102.. 308,.433 1,144,122 1 .. 49 1,496 , 841 1,536 , 045 
1935 29681 344,704 599, 399 322,988 1,296,672.. 1 . 68 1 , 687,176 1,731,225 
1936 29708 390, 663 709 , 617 329, 194 1,459,182: 1.84 1,870,158 1,920,587 
1937 29326 389 , 333 770, 52.4 342,327 1,531,510 1. 93 1 , 960 , 922 2,013, 340 
1938 25360 331,434 702 ... 432:: 336 , 982.. 1,396 , 118 1 . 67 1,775,724 1,823 ... 202 
1939 22580 304,647 7~4,936 322,904 1 ,355 , 06.7 1.60 1,723 , 484 1 ,770,336 
1. I ncome from sales of the four combined products,plus dairy products consumed on the farm where produced . 
2 . Gross i ncome plus the valye of t he milk fed to calves. 
Source: United S-tate s Agr i cul-tural Statistics, 1940, Uni·ted States Government Printing Office , 
Washingt on , D.C. 
(1) 
()) 
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Unfortun~tely for the p roducer_,milk has a rather inelastic 
demand; only a certain amount ca n be consumed in the course 
of a year. Therefore, high production means relatively 
more milk finds its way into the manufacturing process than 
as fluid milk, and hence there is a reduction in the producers' 
income. Farmers cannot control their production as rea dily 
a s business can and take advantage of economic changes. The 
various producer payment plans will be discussed in detail 
in the chap t er on cooperative groups. 
The history and development of milk transporta tion 
is significant in the discussion of the economic problems 
of milk. With the growth of large cities the milk shed wa s 
pushed farther away from the consumer market. This ~eant 
the development of a complex arid efficient transporta tion 
system. 
Uilk was moved i nt o Boston by rail as early a s 
1838 and was movine by rail into New York before 1842 . 1 
From this early beg inning until very recently all the larger 
markets have become increasingly dependent on rail receipts 
of milk. Within the last twenty years, however, technolog ical 
improvements in road building and a utomotive construction have 
caused a sharp increase in the milk truck loadings. However, 
the total handled by trucks is very small in comparison with 
the quantities handled by the railroads. 
1. Erdman, H .E ., The Ma r keting of Whole Milk, The Macmillan 
Co . , New York, 1921. 
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The following figures show a slight numerical 
disagreement but they do not disagree in principle. The 
Bureau of Agricultural Ec onomics indicated that 8.6% of 
Boston's total milk receipts come into the metropolitan area 
by truck .l A Harvard Cormni ttee on Research in the Social 
Sciences, hea ded by Wendell James, made a study into t h e 
volume of truck receipts in Boston and found them to be from 
10 to 12 per cent of t he tota l, and that they were mostly 
2 from relatively nea rby farms. In the ca se of the New York 
area, t he truck receipts seem to average higher t han they 
do in Boston and they are rising ea ch year, now running to 
3 
about 30 per cent of the total. From these figures it 
can be seen that the large amount of milk transportation is 
still by the railroads. Because railroads have played a much 
more i mp ortant role in the transporting of milk, a more 
detailed discussion of the problems and development is 
necessary • 
..As stated before, railroad transportation of milk 
bega n in the gre ater Boston Milkshed in 1838• An imp orta nt 
phase of this set-up be gan about 1860, known as . the " leased 
car system. " This technique is strictly a New England 
development. Individual dealers leased milk cars and pa id 
the r a ilroad compan ies for haulding t h em ba ck and f orth, but 
the lessee ha d t he entire resp onsibility for the actual handling 
l. Cassels, A Study of Fluid rv:i lk Prices, IIarvard University 
Press, Camb rl.dge, 1iass., 193?. 
2. Ibid. 
:r>. Ibid. 
of the milk cans. Employees of the companies leasing the 
cars travelled in them, as express agents travel in cars, 
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and did all the work in connection with the loading , unload-
ing and checking of shipments . . The railroad companies heated 
the cars in the winter, but the icing of the cars in summer 
was the business of the milk companies. For the transportation 
of the cars, the dea lers paid certain r a tes per mile per annum, 
mileag e being counted from the most distant points of loading. 
The rates decreased per mile as the distance increased and a 
maximum charge was fixed at $18,000 per year. This ''leased 
car system" reached a maximum in volume of milk handled 
during 1910, when over three-quarters of the milk shipped to 
Boston was handled in this way. However, this system, as 
complex as it was, w~s by no means entirely satisfactory, 
the principal complaints being that it gave the l a rge distrib-
utor undue advantage over the small local dealer. It also 
tended to make each dealer a monopoly buyer in the territories 
through which his leased c~rs ran. Of course, the above 
complaints are obviously true, the simple working of advan-
t ageous economics, due to the $18,000 maximum rate rega~dless 
of the quantities and distances transported. The Massachusetts 
legislature saw the unfairness of this "leased car system"· 
and abolished it, in this state, with the passage of the 
Saunders Act in 1910. Of course this law did not prevent 
shipments to Maine, New Hampsljire and Vermont where most of 
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of the Boston Milk supply originated. F inally the "leased 
car system" was abolished in all of New England in 1916 by 
0 0 1 
a decision of the Interstate Commerce Comm1ss1on. 
After 1916, the commission required that the rail-
road employees sh ould handle the shipments and that t he 
rates should be on an equitable basis. In accordanc e with 
pr inciples it wa s introducing at the same time in other 
territories, it worked out a uniform schedule of rates on 
a general dista nce scale which was to be applied, jointly 
. and severally, by all lines handling milk for the Boston 
Market. 2 The rates were established by distance zones, 
20 miles in width, and all points within any particular zone 
paid the same rate, whether the shipment had to more over 
only one line or over a number of different lines. Under 
this new set-up, the rates increased with distance a little 
more rapidly in the nearby zones, than in the farther &way 
zones, but the difference was much more equitable tha~ under 
the "leased car system"; in this way the greatest fault in 
the old plan was eliminated. The rates on carload lots 
were lower by 12t per cent tha n the rates on the less-than -
ca r load lots, but t hey app lied only to shipments from one 
point of orig in to one destination and from one consignor 
to one consignee. This had a limiting. effect on the large 
l. Interstate Commerce Commission Reports, New England 
Milk Case, U.S.Goverment Printing Office,l916,Vol.40,p.724. 
2. Interstat e Commerce Commission Reports, H.P .Hood an d Sons, 
Inc. vs. Delaware and Hudson Co., United States Government 
Frinting Office, 1917, Vol. 43, p. 375. 
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handler, protecting the small dealer from economic discrimi na-
tion. The shipper a lso had to pay the icing charges when re-
frigergtion was required. Ra t e s on cream were made 25 per cent 
h i gher for ea ch cla ss of service than those applicable t o milk. 
The above plan ha s held ever since, the only cha nges 
made being those of minor r a te chang es, g enerally in an upward 
direction, but with these varied rate cha nges the fundamentals 
remained unchanged. 
It is interesting to note, in connection with milk 
transpo r t a tion, tha t a technological i mprovement has come along 
to e ff ect t h e physical method of milk transporta tion. In 1926 -
the r e was one t a nk car in op er a tion in the Boston t erritory ; 
s i nce t h is time the -volume of tank car milk receipts has stea d-
ily increa sed. 
The real a dvantag e of this latest transporta tion devel-
opment, t he t a nk ca t, is illustra ted by t a ble 15 , s howi ng t h e 
f reight r a t e s of three kinds of r a ilroad ca r t ransporta tion. 
A survey made by t h e Boston a nd. Ma ine r a ilroad of the s h ip-
ments of milk received by r a il at Boston f rom May 1 to 15th, 
1935, showed that the s h ipments were a s follows :1 
In tank ca r 60% 
In 40 quart cans in ca r lots 16% 
In 40 quart cans in less 
than car lots 17% 
In quart bottles in car lots 7% 
1 . ~arney,H.R.,This Milk Problem, the Vermont Agricultural 
Ext ension Service, Burlington, Vt., June 1937, Circular 95, 
p. 33. 
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Table XV. Railroad Freight Rates on :Milk 
Less than Carlots car lots 
Zone in cans in cans Tank cars 
lll - 120 miles $ . 3?06 $ . 2941 $ .2558 
121 - 130 tJ .3824 .3059 . 26?4 
131 
- 140 " . 3941 .31?6 . 26?4 
141 - 1 50 Tt .4000 .31?6 .2?91 
151 1 50 " .41?? . 3353 .2907 
161 1?0 Tt· .41?? .3353 .290? 
1'71 - 18 0 tt .4294 .3412 .3023 
181 190 tt .4412 .3529 .3023 
191 200 If· .4529 .364? .3140 
201 210 tt· .452.9 . 364? .3140 
211 220 1'1 .4?06 .3?65 .3256 
221 - 230 If .4?65 . 3824. .3256 
231 - 240 If· .4824 .3882 . 33?2 
241 250 " .4824 .3882 .33?2 
251 
- 260 " .5000 . 4000 .3488 
261 - 2?0 '" .5059 .4059 . 3488 
2?1- 280 n .5118 .4118 .3488 
281 - 290 tt .31?? . 4118 .3605 
Source: Varney, H .R., This Milk Problem , The Vermont Agricul-
tural Extension Service, Burlington, Vermont,June, 
193?, Circular 95, p. 33. 
During recent years the milk companies have been 
investigated by various agencies in order to determine the 
extent of their concentrated economic power. One of the 
more extensive investigations along this line was the 
ReilOrt to t he Federal Trade Commission, entitled "Summary 
Rep ort on Conditions with Re spect to the Distribution of 
Milk and Dairy Pro ducts •1" 1 
The investigat ion revealed that the salaries paid 
to the executives of the two largest milk distributors in 
the United States were as follows: 
National Dairy Products Corporation -~ 1935 
President -- $108,000, not including bonuses and 
other compensation. 
each . 
Forty~seven other officers -- $15,000 to $ 75,000 
Average salary per officer -- $25,624.46. 
Total officers' sa laries -- $1 ,229,947. 37. 
The Borden Company -- 1935 
President -- $95,000, not including bonuses and 
other comp ensat ion. 
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Thirty-four other officers -- $15,000 to $107,225. 
Average s~lary per officer -- $27,430. 
Total officers salaries -- ~ 960,044. 
1. House Documents 1 to 368, 75th Congress, First Session, 
January 5, 1937, United States Government Frinting Office, 
~Na sh ington, D.C. 
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The above salaries should be compered with the 
relatively low salaries paid by producer cooperatives, 
as shown in the next chapter on Cooperative Groups • 
.A tendency toward monopoly in the milk industry 
is shown by the following statistics. The National Dairy 
Products Corpora tion, organized in 1923, has acquired the 
business of 358 individual firms engaged in the dairy in-
1 dustry . During 1934, subsidiaries of this corporation purchased 
3 , .72.7, 942,292 pounds of fluid milk, equivalent to 11 . 2 per cent 
of all the wholesa le milk sold by the farms in the United States 
2 during that year. If the milk equivalent of all other milk 
p r oducts (cream, butter and cheese) is included, during this 
same year this company purchased 7,1??,041,000 pounds of fluid 
r!lilk and milk equiva lent, or 9 .4 per ·cent of a ll t he commer-
3 cia l milk produced in t he United States. The National Da iry 
Products Corpora tion during the s ame year manuf actured and 
s()ld 37,550,988 gallons of ice cream, equal to 21.38 per cent 
of t he total quantity of ice cream manufa ctured in the Un ited 
4 States. . A monopoly of The Nationa l Da iry Products Corpora.-
tion and suvsidiaries in the sale of fluid milk in certain 
cities in 1934 is shown by the following: Hartford 39.3 per 
5 
cent, New Haven 30.4 per cent and Ba ltimore 55.0 per cent. 
1. Ibid. 
2. Ibid. 
'Z 
uo Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
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The Borden company originally organized as a con-
densed milk manufacturer and is now the second largest milk 
and dairy pr oducts handler in the United States. During the 
five year period from 1928 to 1932, the company acquired up-
1 
wards of two hundred new subsidiaries. During 1934, The 
Borden Company purchased 5,183,239,000 pounds of commerc ial 
milk, or 6 . 8 per cent of the tota l production in the United 
2 States. This company controls 33.5 p er cent of the industry 
. a 
in Bri dgeport, Connecticut. In Chicago, it controls 21 .0 
per cent of t h e total fluid output. 4 
~he gross profit margins of milk distributors differ 
among the dealers according to the nature of the products handled 
and their p roportionate part of the total sales. rrhes e margins 
are also dependent up on the prevailing prices paid and received 
for the milk and various allied products. Tables 16, 1?, 18, 
showing the per cent of investment to net sales, delivery a nd 
selling expenses and the rates of return on tne investment, 
respectively, illustrate the differences of margins and ex~enses 
in different areas . 
Table XVI. Percent of Investment to Net Sales 
Ten companies during the ~,~onth of October 1935 
Humber of 
Companies 
1 - 4. Ibid . 
1. 
4. 
3. 
G. 
F'er Cent 
Baltimore 48. ?1% 
Cincinnati 51.45% 
St.Louis 43,65% 
Boston 42.36% 
Table XVII. Deli-v:ery and Sellin~ Expenses to 
Net Sales 
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Ten companies during four years ended 1 935 
Year 
1930 
1933 
1934 
1935 
Yea r 
1 930 
193~ 
1934 
1935 
1 companz 4 companies 
Ba ltimore Cincinnati 
20 . 5% 28.1% 
29 .3% 35.1% 
2?.0% 31.?% 
25.6% 30.8% 
Table 1.'YIII . Rates of Return 
Eleven companies durin~ 
2 company 4 companies 
Baltimore Cincinnat i 
25 .6% 13.1% 
18 . 1% *.02% 
14.0% 8.5% 
14.9% 10.0% 
*Defic it 
3 companies 2 compa nies 
St. Louis Bost on 
25 .5% 21 . 9% 
36.2% 28.0% 
32.8% 2? . 9% 
34 . 2% 26.1% 
on Investment 2 
four years 
3 companies 2 companies 
St. Louis Bostam 
19.4% 20 .5~b 
3.?% 13.3% 
.5% 3.3% 
*2 .8j~ 11.47b 
The more i mp orta nt conclusions found by the investi-
gat ing committee3 a re as follows: 
The prices paid to most producers for commercial 
milk were ba sed upon quoted prices of butter and cheese. The 
1. Ibid. 
2 . Ibid. 
3 . Ibid . 
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but ter price was the 92 score1 at New York City. The cheese 
pr ices were usually quoted at the Wisconsin Cheese Exchange 
where competition was l a cking . 
2. A change upwa rd i n price was not carried on to 
the producer and the deale r used a rise in consumer price to 
i ncrea se his own p rofit. A downW'drd shift in consumer price 
was carried to the producer, so that the dealer did not ha ve 
his profits disturbed. 
3. The producers usua lly f a iled to have adequate 
mar keting data and cost records when barga ining with the 
d istributor • 
. 4. A lack of distributor audits by the producer 
when milk payments are ba sed upon use. (This price p lan is 
expla ined in the next chapter.) 
5 . Confusion in classifying milm and its uses. 
6 . An invest i ga tion revealed that a limited number 
of producer cooperatives equipp ed to handle all the milk 
fared batter than those which were strictly a bargaining 
group . (The difference between producer groups is expla ined 
in the next chapter.) 
?. Evidence was shown that the large distributors 
granted specic:.l discounts to large customers. This procedure 
is contrary to the Robinson-Patman Act, an anti-monopoly Act 
which makes illegal certa in types of sales promotion. 
1. The r a ting g iven a high-g rade t able butter based upon 
sanitary handling, freshness and purity. 
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The same investigating committee made the follow-
. d 't f' d' 1 
· ing resolutlons base upon 1 s 1n 1ngs: 
1. The producers should take more advantage of 
their ri ght to form. ogranizations as prescribed by the 
Oapper -Yolstead .Act of 1922. 
2. All producer cooperatives should equip them-
selves to handle their members' milk. 
3. Cooperatives should be given specific legal 
right t o make a complete and frequent audit of the distribu-
tor's records. 
4. An examinati oh of the large, nation-wide dis-
tributors under the anti-trust acts should be made. 
Two years after the above investigetion the govern-
ment made a blanket examination of most commodities; included 
among these was milk. 2 The result was about the same as 
the investigation discussed in this chapter. 
1. House Documents 1 - 368. ?5th Congress, First Session, 
January 5, 193?, United States Government Printing 
Office, Wa shington, D. C. 
2. Hearings before the Temporary Nationa l Economic Congress 
of the United States ?6th Congress ~irst s · . 
and 11 and May 1,2 and 3,1939. ' .l. ess1on, March g,lO, 
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Cooperative Groups 
In 1922 Congress passed the Capper-Volstead 
Cooperative Marketing Ac t, granting all cooperatives 
power to sell collect ively as long as they do not unduly 
enhance the price . This act gave great impetus to the 
organizing of farmer groups for the express purpose of ob-
taining batter bargaining power and higher prices. There 
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are today three distinct types of cooperatives, bargaining 
associations, wholesal ing groups , and distributing organizations. 
Bargaining Associations The typical bargaining 
association operates without facilities f or the physical 
ha ndling of the milk, either in the country or in the cityt 
The chief function of this type of organization is to 
represent the producer in all price negotiations for the 
s a le of h is milk . A sales committee represents the pro-
ducers at meetings when prices are negotiated. The associa-
tion does not actually handle any milk nor does it pay the 
producer for the milk . This type of organization can be 
started with relatively little capital. It does not possess 
the power of the wholesaling type. The dealer has a direct 
contact with the individual members and may be able to procure 
his supply direct from t hem in case of difficulties with the 
association. This last point can be considered the principal 
weakness of this type of organization. 
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Vfuolesaling Associations - - These associations 
have facilities for the physical handling of the milk and 
also perform all the functions of a bargaining association. 
They own country receiving stations and also manufacturing 
plants, where the surplus can be held and manufactured into 
milk produ.cts. A few of them have plants i n the city from 
which mi l k is dispersed to dea lers in bulk and in a few 
i nstances in bottle. All receipts for milk from t he dealers 
pcss t hrough the a ssociat ion, so t hat the group has a constant 
contact with its members. In case of difficulties between 
dealer s and the a ssociation, it is :p ossible for the association 
to withhold the milk if it so desires, as it has the facilities 
foT processing milk into milk products. This is a decided 
strong point and g ives the organ ization teeth. 
able amount of capital is necessary. 
A consider-
Distributing Associations -- In this class are organ-
izations v.rhich actually distribute market milk at reta il to 
the ultimate consumer and often at wholesale to stbres, 
restaurants and other sellers, in competition with the milk 
dea lers and distributors. There are two classes of such 
as soc ia tions. The first is the small or loca l group, which 
hand.les a ll the milk from t he tLT!l e it is produced until it 
is delivered to t he consumer, wholesa le or retail. The 
second eroup is the l arge associa tion. In this association 
the distributing bus ine ss is sometimes a minor part of its 
opera tion, its ma in functions often being t hose of the barga in-
ing and wholesaling . 
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The rea son why producers organize and esta blish 
a centra l d istributing p l a nt a re shown by t h e answers 
g iven by t wenty-eight producers' coop erative g roups , who 
opera te their own plants: 
To esta blish a permaNent a ll-the-yea r 
market f or the milk of producers 9 
To get g etter prices for the milk 9 
To make it possible to comply with 
city pasteuriza tion ordinances 3 
To eliminate duplication 3 
To effect more economica l distribution 3 
To establish a market for the loca l 
producers 2 
To be able to g ive better service to 
the city 2 
To handle t h e surp lus 2 
To :;;: ive the producers more time f or 
- their f&rm work 2 
Sourc e: Kelly and Clement, M3. rket Iviilk , Jo hn Wiley 
and Sons, Inc. , New York, 1931, p . 179. 
The .pri n cipa l producers' organization i n New 
En{S land is t he New Eng land Kilk P roducers' Associa tion, 
wh ic h controls a bout 60 to 70 p er cent of t he milk handled 
i n the Boston area. This a ssocia tion comb ined with other 
cooperat ive s to form the Consolidated Dairies. This com-
:; . . ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ' .~ .... 
bine h a ndled ab out 80 per cent of the milk in the Boston 
market during 1940. 
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The Cooperative movement started in 1914, when 
Congress pa ssed the Clayton Act, which authorized laborers 
and farmers to organ ize for mutual help if such organizations 
did not have cap ital stoc lc and were not oper e.ted for a p rof it. 
Later, lfi 1922, the capper-volstead Act of Congress authorized 
such cooperative groups of farmers to issue capita l stock 
as l ong as the dividends on the stock did not exceed 8 per 
cent or each member was restricted to one vote in the affairs 
of the association. In 1915, the Vermont legisla ture also 
enacted a law authorizing cooperative marketing associations 
. 1 
of farmers . The failure of milk prices to rise promptly 
when the costs of production soared during the World 1 /ar I 
left dairymen in a bad situation and stimula ted the growth 
of cooperatives. The New England Milk Producers' Association 
staged a successful milk strike in October 1916 and obtained 
a price increase. 2 That organization then grew rapidly and 
now had 20,000 members and controls ?0 per cent of all the 
milk handled in the Boston Milk Shed. 3 
Before the cooperat ives were formed, the customary 
method of buying wa s for t he distr i butor to name the p rice 
that he would pay for all the milk delivered to h is pl~nt. 
1. Varney, R .R., This Milk Problem, The 1lermont At; ricul t ural 
Extension Serv1ce, Burl1ng ton, Vt., Circular 95, June 193?. 
2. Ibid. 
3 . Temporary National Economic Committee, 76th Congress, Pub-
lic Resolution No. 113, May, 1939. United States E-overr.nnent 
Printing Office, Wa shington,D.C. 
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Usually this pr ice was named before the milk was delivered. 
In :maming the price that he would pay for all milk, the dealer 
had to estimate how much milk he would receive and how much 
he would sell as fluid milk. He establ ished the price low 
enough so that he would not incur any actual loss from the 
f a ct that some milk had to be manufactured . In the spring 
and summer during high production, the flat price offered to 
producers would be much lower than the price in the fall and 
winter when less milk was delivered. 
To eliminate the disa dvantages of the flat price 
p l a n to t he farmer, the cooperatives on r..:ay 1, 1918, intro-
duced the classification or~ use plan to New England. 1 It 
continued until December 1936 to be t h e plan under wh ich 
most of t h e milk in the Boston mar ket wa s sold to dealers. 
Under this pl an, the coopera tives ne gotiated for a clas s I 
price which t he dea lers agreed to pay for a ll the milk that 
they sold as fluid mi l k . A lower price, class II, vres 
agreed up on for all the milk wh ich was not sold b~r the dea ler 
as f luid milk. 
The principal advantag es of the classi f ied price 
plan are as follows : 
1. The dealers are ~~lling to accept all the 
milk delivered by producers. 
2. The producers receive the agreed class I price 
for a ll tpe milk whi ch is used as fluid milk. 
1. Varney, H .R ., This Milk Problem, The Vermont a gricultura l 
Extension Service, Bur li ngton, Vt., Circular 95,June 193?. 
3. The cost of fluid milk is the same to 
a ll dealers under the plan. 
4 . Estimates as to t he use to be made of t h e 
milk are repla ced by a ctual f i gures as to t h e respective 
uses. 
Its ch ief disadva nt a e es are: 
1. The different dealers ' avera g e pr ices to 
producers va ry widely bec a use of t he different p rop ortions 
of t he milk used in each class. 
2 . When the milk is delivered to the dea le r' s 
plant , a careful check-up is required to assure cor rect 
acc ounting for all the milk. 
3 . The producer does not know the p rice h e will 
receive until some time after h is milk has been delivered . 
4 . A g rea ter opp ortunity for profita ble pric e -
cutting i s offered to de a lers in the market wh o continue 
to buy under the old flat-price plan . 
T o overc ome the disadva nta g es of the ab ove p l an . 
the cooper a tives h a ve devised the base-rating p l a n wh ic h 
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went i nto effect e a rly in 193? and wh ich is still in operation 
toda y . This p l a n ha s been used in an a ttempt to solve the 
problem. of properly apportion i n g f luid milk s a l es to even 
producers and uneven producers. Under this p l a n, each 
producer is g iven a ba se. The f luid milk s a les are then 
a p port ioned among a ll tpe p roducers in acc ordance wi th their 
deliveries of base milk. Any milk which a producer 
delivers above the amount of the base for the period 
is called "excess" milk. This excess milk is paid 
for at the class 2 price and does not share in the fluid 
milk sales. 
The above plan would be valueless to the pro-
ducer if his cooperat ive was unable to audit the distrib-
utor's accounting to determine the accurC:J.cy of the pur-
chase s of fluid milk sales. The Agricultural Ad just-
ment ACt of august 1937 provided for the producer's 
a ssociation to audit the distributor's records. The 
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a udit was to be p~id f or by a deduction from the producer s' 
pool of t wo cents per hundred weight. This rate was i n -
creased on April 3, 1942 to two and one-ha lf cents per 
hundred weight of all producer sales. 
The following are sta tistics of a few prominent 
d . 1 pro ucers' cooperat1ves: 
Pure Milk association, Chicag o - - 16,963 members 
in 1935. Salaries: 
President -- $12 per day at office 
Secretary-Manager $11,520 per year 
Marketing-Ma nager $4,200 per year 
1. Report to the Federal Trade Ooliiill.ission, entitled "Summary 
Report on Condition with respect to the Sales and Distrib-
ution of }.~ ilk and Dairy Products.'' 75th Oongress ,lst Session, 
House Documents, J an . 5, 1937. U.S.Govt.Pr inting Office 
... h. t ' vva s_lng on, D.O . 
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New England Milk Producers' Association, 
Boston-- 20,000 Producer members in 1934. sa+aries: 
I 'resident :t;; 228 per year 
Treasurer per year 
Assistant Trea surer ~i 2500 :per year 
General Manager $8625 
Sheff ield Producers Co:perative Association, 
Inc., lJew York, 15,000 members in 1936. Salanies: 
New York 
President 
Trea surer 
Secretary 
'h ~p 1800 :per year 
~; 1200 :per year 
$4000 :per year 
Dairymen•s League Coopera tive Association, Inc., 
37,500 members in 1936. Salaries: 
President $15,000 
Vice President $9150 
Secretary $ 9150 
Treasurer $10,000 
1. Report to the Federal Trade Commission, entitled, 
Summary Report on Conditions with respect to t he Sale 
and Distribution of Milk and Dairy Products." 75th 
Congress, lst Session. HPuse Documents, Jan.5,1937. 
U.S.Government Printing Office, Wa shington, D.C. 
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One of the biggest problems f acing the 
dealer in the New England area is unionization. a 
majority of the large cities throughout the other 
section of the country ~re completely unionized. Boston, 
at present , is a stronghold of the open ship in the milk 
i ndustry . 
The f ollowing are the high points in the 
agreement between the metropolitan New York milk dealers a 
and the I nterna tiona l Brother hood of Teamst ers, Cha uffeurs, 
1 Stablemen and Helpers of .America, Inc., effec:tive from 
October 25, 1939 t o October 24 , 1942~ 
Salaries of route salesmen $50.00 per week . 
Rules for Discharge: 
1. Proven d ishonesty. 
2 . Operating route under t he i nfl uence 
of li quor or drugs . 
3. Unauthorized person on vehicles. 
4 . Violat ion of health codes. 
5. Direct refusa l to obey orders g iven 
by the proper partie s , unles s such orders jeopard ize 
l ife a nd health . 
6. Book sh ortage of ~50.00 or more. 
1. Information obta ined during an interview at the Milk 
Research Council, 22 East 40th Street , New Yor~ City 
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During 1941 this agreement was opened for slight 
pay increases. 
It is the writers' opinion that complete 
unionization in Boston is f &r off indeed. By far t he 
langest handler in this area is the H.P . Hood a nd Sons, 
Inc. The salesmen in t ll is company are we ll paid in 
relat i on to the New Y6rk salesmen, on the basis of the 
$ 50.00 weekly wag e that the union in New York would 
offer,and woulc1 not be a monetary inducement to the Hood 
drivers. 
On the basis of economics, a stra i ght salary 
on a sales job is a poor policy. If the unions came 
to this company, the sales mi ght ha ve a t endency to 
fall off somewhat. A drop in sa les would mean less 
volmne and s a lesmen would have to be let off . A dis-
charge could easily be made within the prescribed rules 
of discha r ge, if the company really wanted to lay a man 
o:f\f. 
Due to the war economy certain unusua l problems 
~=Are fa cing the industry as a whole. The agricultural 
department sets forth what it terms a "Broad rogr am in 
Our !Jefense Effort. " 1 
1. Incre a sro milk production 
2 . A shift f rom the delivery of farm 
l. Report of the Secreta r y of Agriculture, 1 931, u.s . 
Govt. Pr in tins Off ice, •Nc. shing ton D. C. 
lhJ 
separated c r eam to t he d elivery of whole milk. 
3 . An i n c rea se in ~Jrreric&n cheese production 
by one -th ird . 
4. 111 incre a, se in the p roduct ion of eve:tp or-
a t ed milk by one -qua rter. 
5. An i ncrease in t h e p roduction of dry 
skim mille, for human consumpt ion, of ab out 60 p er cent. 
The problem of furnishing the army wi th a 
qual ity milk supply has brought into the present 
picture some comp licat ions. F or insta nce, c a mp 
:B, or rest, in Tennes s e e, houses thirty to seventy thous-
and troops . Themilk a vailab l e for army use was, at 
first, inadequate. A representative of the Bure a u of 
!)airy Industry in Tennessee wa s r equested by t he sta te 
aut horities to orga n i ze the fa rmers and p rovide f a cilities 
f or p roducing t he amount and qua lity of milk required by 
the army spe c i fi c ations. With in thirty days, t h e l ocal 
f a r m cond itions were so i mproved that i ns pe ction re quire-
ments could be met . A pasteurizing and bottling p l ant 
wa s built and 42,000 half -pints of gr ade ~ milk were 
bottled d a ily . 1 Th i s situation will be rep eated at 
numer ous a r my camp s throughout t he countr y. 
Another war p roblem to be met i n t h e Eas t b y 
.a ll milk dea l ers is that o f ga s r a tioning . On January 28 ~ - , 
1 . Report of the S ecre tary of ~~riculture, 1 941. Un ited 
States Govt . Pr inting Office, Washington,. D. C . 
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1942, t h e Director of t he Uilk Control Boar d , in ~ass-
a chusetts , sent to all de alers a letter advising them 
to de liver every other day. l.ater on 1-.It.rch 4, 1942 , another 
letter vva s sent advising d.ea lers to go into wa r time 
deli very on Iviarchl2, . 1 1942, or be subJect to penalties. 
Whet t he e f fect on s a les will be is as yet not 
known. Some of the executives at H .P . Hood and Sons feel 
that homes not electrically refrigera ted may purchase 
from stores every day, t herefore stopping their ret ail 
route deliveries. Of course, this will not be known 
until surm:ner. 
The most recent milk marketing order to affect 
the Boston Ma r keting area was passed July 28, 1941, on 
amendment to the Surplus Jl,:arketing .ndministra tion, under 
t h e Agricultura l Ad justme nt .Act of 193?. These new milk 
agr e ement orders do not offe r any particular p roblems . It 
is in general somewhat more re gula tory over the milk 
distributor, mostly in the f orm of formal f re quent pr esenta -
tion of reports regarding purchases of class 1 and class 2 
milk a nd the consumer ca les for a g iven period. 
1. Milk Control Board, 209 Wa shington Street, Boston 
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